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1. Introduction  
1.1 Research Context  
1.2 Aim and Objectives  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.3 Project Context  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1-1. This research's relationship to LEEDR project. 
1.4 Thesis Overview 


2. Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
 
 
 
Figure 2-1. Overview of the Literature Review. 
2.2 Domestic Energy Use 
 
 
 
Figure 2-2. Energy savings due to insulation and heating efficiency improvements UK 1970-2006 
(Utley and Shorrock, 2008) . 
2.3 User Behaviour  
Cambridge Dictionary, 2015)
2.3.1 The Decision Process 
Costs and Benefits 
  
 
Figure 2-3. The Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen, 1991). 
Normative Values 
  
Figure 2-4. Values Beliefs Norms Behavioural  Model (Stern, 2000). 
Affect 
Integrated Model 
 
 
 
2.3.2 Contextual Factors 
Context as a backdrop 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Context as centre-stage 
Figure 2-5. Kanhneman two-stage model, Kanhneman cited in Earls(2007). 
2.3.3 Habits 
 
Figure 2-6. Triandis' Theory of Interpersonal Behaviour, cited in Jackson(2005). 
2.4 Changing Behaviour 
2.4.1 Strategies for Behaviour Change 
Table 2-1. Behaviour Change strategies with indication of main bias. 

Persuasive Aspects of Behaviour Change Strategies 
Table 2-2. MINDSPACE contextual behaviour guide (Dolan et al., 2010). 
Table 2-3. Paul Cialdini’s (2001) Six principles of social persuasion. 
2.4.2 Strategies for Habit Change 
 
 
 
2.5 Design for Sustainable Behaviour 
2.5.1 DfSB Models 
The Theoretical Minimum 
 Figure 2-7. Elias et al's Six Step Process to product assessment and redesign. 
The Delft model 
Figure 2-8. Wever et al's (2008) extended model of Human/PSS use context. 
Figure 2-9. The User Centred Design cycle (Wever et al., 2008) . 
Figure 2-10. Wever et al's (2008) dual branched typology of behaviour inducing design strategies. 
 
The Loughborough Model 
Figure 2-11. Lilley's Axis of Influence (2009). 
 
Consumption Behaviour and Design Interventions Framework 
 
Figure 2-12. Consumption Behaviour and Design Interventions Framework.(Tang, 2010) 
Zachrisson and Bok’s Axis 
Figure 2-13. User/Product Axis of Control (Zachrisson and Boks, 2010). 
Lidman et al’s Model 
Figure 2-14. Lidman et al’s (2011) Model for categorising design strategies. 
Comparison of the DfSB Strategies  
Table 2-4. Comparison of design strategies for sustainable behaviour (Boks 2012). 
2.5.2 DfSB Case studies 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2-5. Overview of DfSB case studies evaluation.  
Defining a criteria for intervention design. 

  
 
 
2.6 Implementing Behaviour Change  
2.6.1 Selection Strategies  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Figure 2-15. Map of Five  Pathways to Sustainable Behaviour (Renström et al. 2012). 
2.6.2 Selection Models 
Figure 2-16. Fogg's Behaviour Model (Fogg, 2009a) 
Figure 2-17. Relation of user attitude and division of control (Zachrisson and Boks, 2010). 
The Design guide for DfSB 
Figure 2-18.  Design Guide for DfSB (Zachrisson et al. 2011). 

2.6.3 Tools and Architectures 
Figure 2-19. Lockton's DwI toolkit (2010). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.6.4 Ethical Considerations  
Individual Freedom 
Table 2-6. Ethical principles of persuasive technology (Berdichevsky and Neuenschwander, 1999). 
 
 Ethical Principles of Persuasive Technology 
 
 
 
 
 
Designer’s Intent 
Methods of Persuasion 
Responsibility for Outcomes 
 Figure 2-20. Evaluation based on intended and unintended outcomes (Fogg, 2003). 
 
 
2.7 Conceptual Model 

Figure 2-1. Behaviour in Context model. 
Figure 2-21. Conceptual model of Design for Behaviour Change 
2.8 Conclusions 
2.8.1 Behavioural Models and DfSB 
2.8.2 User Centred Design  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.8.3 DfSB Selection Tool 
2.8.4 Intervention Trial 
  
 
 
 
3. Research Methodology  
3.1 Introduction  
3.2 Research Purpose 
3.3 Research Strategy 
Table 3-1. Research Strategies (Robson 2011). 

3.4 Validity and Credibility of Research  
3.5 Scope of Research 
3.5.1 Collaborative Research Activities 
Figure 3-1. LEEDR research disciples, tasks, and techniques, with this reseach highlighted. 
(amended from Buswell et al. 2015). 
3.5.2 Sampling Strategy 
Sampling Strategy for Phase 2 and 4  
Figure 3-2. Recruitment posters targeting different sample types. 
 
 
 
 
 
Participants in Phase 2: User Study 
Table 3-2. Breakdown of LEEDR participants at beginning of project. 
Code 
No. of 
adults 
 
Ages of children 
House 
Type 
No. 
Beds 
H01 2 19 17 10 - Detached 4 
H05 2 19 12 - - Semi 3 
H08 2 14 11 - - Detached 6 
H09 2 10 7 - - Detached 4 
H10 2 4 2 - - Detached 4 
H11 2 10 4 - - Semi 3 
H18 2 18mths 18mths 
  
Detached 4 
H23 2 3.5 14mths 
  
Semi 3 
H28 2 16 14 
  
Semi 3 
H30  1 10 
 
  
Detached 3 
H33 2 7 5 
  
Semi 4 
H37 2 9 6 
  
Detached 4 
H38 2 18mths 
 
  
Semi 3 
H39 2 11 7 
  
Detached 4 
H40 2 10 7 
  
Detached 5 
H41 2+2 22 18 15 10(twins) Semi 4 
H42 2 5 3 
  
Mid Terrace 5 
H43 2 12 10 
  
Detached 5 
H45 2 21 19 11 
 
semi 4 
H46 3 7 5 3 
 
semi 5 
Participants in Phase 4: Intervention Evaluation 
Table 3-3. Details of Selected Participants. 
House  Occu-
pancy 
Shower 
type 
Shower Head 
Suitability 
Jan/Feb Monthly 
draw off duration 
(min) 
Ages of children 
H37 4 1 Elec 1 
HWS 
Yes 298 >8 - <13 
H28 4 1 Elec Yes 462 Teens 
H46 6 1 HWS Yes 619 Preschool - < 12 
H45 3 2 Elec Yes 719 Teens 
H40 4 2 HWS Yes 380 > 8 - < 13 
H43 4 1 Elec/1 
HWS 
Yes 276/346 > 12 - Teens 
Participants in Phase 5: Validation of BISA as a Tool to Guide Design 
3.6 Data Collection Methods  
Table 3-4. Overview of main qualitative and quantitative data collection methods used. 
 
Research Phase 
 
Qualitative Data 
Collection Methods 
 
Quantitative Data 
Collection Methods 
 
 
  
 
 
 
3.6.1 Data Collection Methods for Phase 2: The User Study 
Sharing in Context 
Questionnaires  
Semi-structured Interview 
Figure 3-3. Getting to Know You pack 
Mapping Routines 
Koskinen 2003)

Figure 3-4. Interactive task flow plans 
3.6.2 Data Collection Methods in Phase 4: Intervention 
Evaluation 
3.6.3 Data Collection Method in Phase 5: Validation of the 
BISA as a Tool to Guide Design 

3.7 Data Analysis Methods 
Table 3-5. Overview of main qualitative and quantitative data collection methods used. 
Research Phase Qualitative Data Analysis 
Methods 
Quantitative Data 
Analysis Methods 
 
  
  
Figure 3-5. The data analysis spiral (Creswell 2007, p150). 
 
 
3.7.1 Data Analysis methods used in Phase 2  
Thematic Analysis 

Figure 3-6. Overview of all themes of from Phase 2: User Study. 
3.7.2 Data analysis methods used in Phase 4: Design 
Intervention Evaluation 
Thematic analysis 
Figure 3-7. Post-It note coding used the analysis of Phase 4: Design Intervention Evaluation. 
Quantitative analysis of data 
3.7.3 Data Analysis Methods in Phase 5: Validation of the 
BISA as a Tool to Guide Design 
3.8 Design Research 
Figure 3-8. Outcome of experiments in science, arts, and in practice led design research, (Steffen 
2013). 
3.9 Ethical Issues  
 
4. User Study    
4.1 Introduction 
4.2 Aim and Objectives of the Study 
 
4.3 Implementing User Study 
4.3.1 Changes to the Pilot Study 
 
 
 
 
4.3.1.1 Participant Selection Information Pack 
4.4 Findings 
4.4.1 Introduction 
4.4.2 Drivers of Energy Consuming Behaviour 
Comfort 
“I mean you’d like to think you’re saving the polar 
bears and what not by sitting with the heating off, but if 
the heating’s there you’re going to turn it on.” 
H01FAc1      
Convenience 
“I’d say its convenience, isn’t it, I think. It’s the 
dishwasher, the washing your clothes. That’s all 
convenience, ain’t it?  The information, like you say 
you could go to books, but it’s so convenient, ain’t it, 
you just press a button.” H09MA        

Cost  
“I hate to say it, but as you perhaps have a little bit 
more money, you tend to care less about those things 
unless it’s very, very ingrained within you. So it’s there 
in my mind, but I hate to say, if I’m cold now I just put 
on the heating.” H45F 
Multiple Occupants 
 “We do that, because I turn it up, and then he turns it 
down, and then I turn it up, and then he turns it down” 
H38FA         
Parenting and Children 
“It’s quite hard to be conscious of the energy you use 
when you’ve got young children” H18MA 
Social Norms 
“Because our bills aren’t that extortionate…  They’re 
high enough, but because we know that we’re still 
below average, then there is a little bit of leeway in 
there and, like I say, its comfort and convenience over 
cost.” H10FA 
Time 
“I think the routines can change provided there is time 
in the day to do that.  If the routine then requires more 
effort in order to save electricity or whatever, then it’s 
going to be difficult to get that into our busy lifestyle.” 
H01FA 
Theories of How Things Work  
 “That’s we why don’t have doors in this room and we 
tend to leave the doors in the lounge open and 
obviously the hallway…. in theory it should mean the 
heat rises, but it doesn’t quite seem to do that.” 
H18MA 
4.4.3 Drivers of Reduced Energy Consumption Behaviours 
(RECBs) 
Cost 
 “So it is quite hard to feel empathy sometimes to 
saving energy other than for the sake of saving 
money.” H18FA 
Efficient Design 
“Because our washing machine broke so we had to buy 
a new washing machine and …we did look at the 
energy rating on the new one and we ended up buying 
one that was £100 more than the one that we’d chosen 
largely because it had a better energy rating and also 
the programmes were shorter.” H08FA:           
Environmental Concern 
“Yeah because I do kind of buy into the idea that we all 
live on this planet, that it’s loaned to us and we care for 
it and I have children who are going to live beyond my 
years and I want them to have an environment that they 
enjoy.” H33FA 
Upbringing 
“But yeah, going back to the energy side of things, I 
think… The energy side of things I think with myself it’s 
sort of stemmed from my parents sort of thing. You 
know, like your parents always used to tell you “Turn 
the lights out,” do you know what I mean?”  H41MA 
4.4.4 Barriers to Reduced Energy Consumption Behaviour 
(RECB) 
Aesthetics of Low Energy Technologies 
 “you can get it looks like thick wallpaper but it’s some 
sort of insulation. And so that’s in Bethan’s room, but 
it’s not… particularly attractive and we thought “We 
don’t really want that in our living room,” H39MA 
Comfort Baseline 
“I’m quite happy with where we are sort of trying to 
minimise use, but not going completely out of your way 
to be uncomfortable, shall we say.” H10MA 
Conflicting Occupant Behaviour 
“You made us buy a blooming tumble drier and I refuse 
to use it.” H05FA 
Confusing Information and Tariff Complexity 
“I tried looking at it to change providers and I just 
didn’t really understand what it was I was comparing, 
which I don’t know whether that’s part of their plan – 
to confuse us all completely” H18FA 
Convenience Baseline 
 “I put the tumble dryer on all the time because it’s 
convenient …  Yeah, I’m aware it uses a lot of 
electricity and it’s not environmentally very sound, but 
I want dry clothes and I want to be able to fold them up 
and put them away” H43FA 
Contextual Barriers 
“Standby buttons on our upstairs telly because …  
other  than switching it off at the plug, which we can’t 
get to because there’s something in front of it, there’s 
no way of switching it off, H38FA 
Forgetfulness 
“When you’ve been sitting here with the children for an 
hour doing something at the table you think “Oh, the 
TV’s still on in the other room!” I’m always forgetting” 
H18FA 
Individual Agency  
 “I suppose sometimes you just feel like powerless – 
that you could do your bit and you almost feel like it 
won’t make any difference.” H01MA 
Lack of Information 
“I suppose the interesting thing we don’t know is what 
it costs us to have an individual device on.  I put some 
chips in the oven, which we know from our meter takes 
up a lot… Are those chips really, really expensive?”  
H01MA 
4.4.5 Energy Reduction Interventions:  Future Interventions 
Desired 
Meaning Making 
“Yeah, I think we’d all need to understand what the 
objective of doing it … what was the reward almost, 
especially with the girls” H37MA. 
Itemised Costs and Energy Consumption Break Downs   
“if that was made simple so you could look at your 
dishwasher manual and say “Right, these are the five 
programmes. This is how much they use.... This is how 
much it costs me to put my dishwasher on,” even 
something as simple as that I’m sure would make a big 
difference.” H18FA 
Realistic Reductions 
“ At least. But I think, you know, a lot of the major 
decisions seem unavoidable, but there must be other 
sort of more discreet things that we could be doing that 
would make a difference. I think that’s what we’re 
interested to know.” H18FA 
Appropriate Situated Feedback 
“I always thought it’d be good to have a gadget by the 
front door that tells you when you’ve left things on. You 
know, like people always worry that they’ve left their 
hair straighteners on, for example, and that sort of 
thing.” H08MA 
Remote Control and Smart Controllers 
“It was very cold when we came back on Sunday. I 
want them to invent that kind of, you know, phone your 
heating.” H42MA 
4.4.6 Routinized and Constrained Behaviour   
 
Figure 4-1. Saunders and Dandavate’s (1999) Say -Do-Make model for experience Design (from 
Koskinen 2003). 
Domestic Life is Routine 
“I’m just flabbergasted at how predictable we are! I 
mean, we practically do the same things every day!” 
H05MA 
Figure 4-2. The process of mapping routines. 
Occupancy Patterns 
Figure 4-3. Beta house Compound Weekday activity map. 
Constrained and Pressured Behaviours 
4.5 Conclusions 
4.5.1 Linking the Study to the Theory  
 
 
Table 4-1. The three high-order goals in goal-framing theory and seven related sub-goals 
(Barboulos 2012)  
Gain Value for money To get value for money, pay a reasonable price, avoid wasting 
money
Gain Quality To get something of high quality and reliability, meeting 
one’s highest expectations 
Gain and 
Hedonic
Safety To feel safe, calm and prepared for the unforeseen
Hedonic Stimulation To get something exciting, stimulating or unique, avoiding 
dullness
Hedonic Convenience To get something pleasant and comfortable, avoiding hassle 
and discomfort
Normative Social 
Acceptance
To make a good impression, identifying with peers, 
conforming to expectations 
Normative Ethics To act according to moral principles and obligations, avoiding 
guilt 
Table 4-2.  Matrix of the findings of the User Study as elements of the conceptual model. 
4.5.2 The dual nature of domestic energy use behaviours 
Figure 4-4. Refinement of Conceptual Lens. 
 
5.  Behavioural Intervention 
Selection Axis 
5.1 Introduction 
 
5.2 Behavioural Intervention Selection Axis 
5.2.1 Defining an Axis 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Figure 5-1. Sliding scale of ECB types. 
5.2.2 Aligning intervention with behaviour type 
Figure 5-2. Behavioural Intervention Selection Axis 
5.2.3 Auxiliary strategies to ensure compliance 
Figure 5-3. Auxiliary strategies to ensure compliance. 
5.2.4 Required intervention obtrusiveness 
Figure 5-4. Required Intervention obtrusiveness. 
5.3 Conclusions 
6. Design Intervention 
Development 
 
 
6.1 Design Methodology 
6.1.1 Human Centred Design  
Figure 6-1. The HCD process(IDEO, 2009) 
BS EN ISO 9241-
210:2010 standard for Human-centred design for interactive systems 
 
Figure 6-2. The Design Intervention Process (Wilson et al. 2013). 
6.1.2 Design for Sustainable Behaviour  
Figure 6-3. The Four Criteria for DfSB intervention design. 
The Conceptual model and Behaviour Intervention Selection Axis 
Figure 6-4. BISA including active goal frames. 
6.2 Concept 1 – Heat Me: Comfort behaviours in 
a broader context 
6.2.1 The Problem Space 
Quantitative Energy Basis 
Figure 6-5. Household energy use for space heating (Palmer & Cooper 2014). 
Figure 6-6. Average UK winter internal  and external temperatures (Palmer & Cooper 2014). 
User Study Insights 
Heating as a Basic Need 
“Well, I’m sure everyone would rather have the 
heating on than sitting in the freezing cold just 
because it’s there.  I mean you’d like to think you’re 
saving the polar bears and what not by sitting with the 
heating off, but if the heating’s there you’re going to 
turn it on.” H01FAc1    
“ No, but it does come to that point when it’s really 
cold in the morning when you get out of bed.  You 
want at least the chill to be gone, don’t you?” 
H01MA     
Comfort 
“I suppose when you’re talking about home it’s like 
being able to have lighting, the heating, being 
comfortable in our home.” H10FA   
“It depends how cold I feel. I mean I don’t really like 
the dry air that central heating produces, so I try to put 
a jumper on and stuff like that, but there’s just some 
days where that’s just not cosy enough. So it’s kind of a 
cosy factor thing.” H30FA 
Cost 
“We think very carefully about putting the heating on, 
which is partly for sustainability, but it’s also partly the 
cost as well. We’re rather skin-flint.” H39FA 
“Definitely having spent years in my life with not 
lots of money and saving money and conserving heat 
and various other things it’s actually, I think, really 
important.” H45FA 
“So I wouldn’t think we’re necessarily flagrantly 
burning money, but we’re not… We’re aware of what’s 
going on, but we’re not going to be uncomfortable 
about it unless the energy bills keep going up 
astronomically.” H10MA 
Multiple Occupancy  
“Because you’re out at school, dad’s out at work and if 
I’m in Manchester, then the heating’s off for the day, 
whereas if I’m here, then the heating’s on for the day. 
So it’s definitely I think.” H08FA 
“And we heat the whole house, don’t we?” H08MA 
“Yeah, for me to work in the office.” H08FA 
“I mean you’ve asked for the heating on tonight and 
I’m boiling hot and you’re freezing cold.” H05FA 
  “I’m always coming downstairs and finding that 
someone’s turned the blooming thermostat up to 22 or 
23! I keep it at 17 you see, that's enough.” H41MA 
Health 
“Was that a concern for you when you had the boys, to 
get that thermometer in there to keep it constant?” I 
“Only when they were babies because a baby’s 
temperature is supposed to be theoretically 20 and 
below.” H10MA 
“And I think also last winter because it was so bad 
we actually had several nights where we had the 
heating on all the time, even overnight. If it was just the 
two of us we would never have done that, but because 
Louis’ room is just so cold we had to keep it on.” 
H38FA 
Responsive Control 
“Yeah, very recently. So yeah, but it was very cold 
when we came back on Sunday. I want them to invent 
that kind of, you know, phone your heating. They have 
invented it, but…” H42MA 
 “But for instance if I were out and Lorraine was at 
work and she wasn’t coming back until late, the 
heating would still come on at 4 o’clock or whatever 
which it needn’t do.  If you could walk out of the 
house and say I’m out…  If the heating system control 
understood people and what they were doing and 
where they were and you could clock in and out, then it 
could probably more intelligently work out whether it 
should be on or not at a certain time whereas it’s a 
very, very simple heating control.” H40MA 
Summary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.2.2 Behavioural Intervention Axis: Heating Behaviours 
Figure 6-7. Illustration of the motivational and behavioural aspects of heating practices. 
6.2.3 Concept design 
Figure 6-8. Warm Home system showing 'dumb' wall-mounted unit and digital control interface. 
Figure 6-9. Temperature setting and Acclimatiser screen flow. 
Figure 6-10. Boost screen flows with Heat Me prompts. 
heat me
Figure 6-11. Heatme heat retaining pouches attach magnetically to the radiators to heat blankets 
etc., for sedentary comfort. 
6.3. Concept 2 – AirDry: Building Better 
Laundry Habits 
6.3.1 The Problem Space 
Quantitative Energy Basis 
“The average annual consumption for clothes dryers, 
typically tumble dryers, was 394 kWh, and the average 
number of cycles was 260 a year. Such use leads to an 
average cost of around £55 per annum, or over £300 
over a five year period.” (ibid) 
Table 6-1. Energy consumption related to Tumble Drying by sector (Owen 2006). 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
User Study Insights 
“I need to have his sports gear ready for tomorrow” 
H46FA 
“It drives me mad that the school has white shirts! I 
mean what were they thinking, young boys get them 
dirty in five minutes! And you have to do 60 degree 
wash or it just won’t be white again, I’ve tried it trust 
me.” H41FA    
“There are times when I put the tumble drier on and 
think “I shouldn’t be doing this. I should hang it out on 
the washing line, but there’s a chance of showers and 
I’ve got to go out and I need it dry, so I’m going to put 
it in the tumble drier.” H01FA 
“I put the tumble dryer on all the time because it’s 
convenient and because I’m willing to spend the money 
on the tumble dryer because I’ve got a clean load that I 
don’t really need to iron, but they’re dry and I can pull 
them out.  Yeah, I’m aware it uses a lot of electricity 
and it’s not environmentally very sound, but I want dry 
clothes and I want to be able to fold them up and put 
them away. So yeah, I’m aware of it, but I don’t alter 
massively. No, not massively.” H43FA 
“Saves time on ironing” H23FA 
“I refuse to iron, I hate it” H05FA 
“I have to retrain hubby here who just sticks the clothes 
in the dryer without thinking” H45FA 
6.3.2 Behavioural Intervention Axis: Clothes Drying 
Behaviours 
Figure 6-12. Illustration of the motivational and behavioural aspects of drying clothes. 
Figure 6-13. Behavioural Intervention Axis. 
6.3.3 Concept Design 
Figure 6-14. AirDry unit. 
Figure 6-15. Diagram showing enhanced air circulation from fan and printed informational panels. 
Figure 6-16. AirDry energy monitor network. 
Figure 6-17. Automatic prompts that: wash is finished, clothes are dry, water reservoir needs 
emptying. 
Figure 6-18. AirDry companion plant. 
Figure 6-19. Dry weather alert screen. 
Figure 6-20. AirDry energy consumption, laundry reduction, and use suggestions. 
6.4 Concept 3 – Enuf: Reducing Shower 
Duration 
6.4.1 The Problem Space 
Quantitative Energy Basis 
Identifying the drivers of behaviour may in turn help to 
underpin a discussion of the most effective means of 
achieving behavioural change in personal washing, in 
particular individuals reducing the duration of showers  
(Walker 2009b). 
An eight minute shower with an average water flow 
rate uses around 62 litres of hot water (compared to 80 
litres for a bath) and costs around 30p. That’s a total of 
90,000 litres per year for the average four-person 
family, at a collective cost of £416. (Unilever 2011) 
User Study Insights 
Hygiene 
“Apparently not everybody does two hair washes, but I 
didn’t know that.” H39FA 
Pleasure 
“It’s not just about getting washed, it’s just… a nice 
feeling to just be in the shower and get warm.” H01MA 
“I’m in for about a minute, H45FA’s in for about ten 
minutes!” H45MA 
[laughs] “Well, yeah, I do, I like showering, so…” 
H45FA 
“Is that about right?” H45MA 
“Yeah, I do my hair and condition my hair, and wash 
my face.” H45FA 
Waking Up 
“How long would you shower for?” Interviewer 
“About five minutes I’d say, longer if it’s cold outside, 
or if it really early ‘cos it’s a way of waking up.” 
H33FA 
 
“If I have to I can be in and out in two minutes, but in 
the morning it’s so nice, and I just stand there and let it 
wake me up.” H33FA 
Daydreaming 
“And are there things that you think about while you’re 
in the shower?” Interviewer 
“Yeah, I normally think about what I need to do to sort 
of get ready for the day. So if the children have done all 
of their homework or have everything that they need for 
school, and what I need to take into work, and how 
we’re gonna get to school. […] Cos it tends to be my 
five minute thinking time in the morning, just to kind of 
get my head around everything and remember 
everything that I need to do for the day.” H42FA 
Efficient Users 
“I’m in and out sort of within five minutes top.” 
H39MA 
“To be honest, the focus is on achieving the end of 
getting clean as fast as possible.” H40MA 
 
 “Would you think about anything, for the day or 
anything, when you have the shower or are you just 
waking up [laughs]?” Interviewer 
“At 4.30? [amused] Err, no... I tend to be like, erm, I’m 
literally just thinking I’ve got to get out of the door.” 
H40MA 
“I’m very quick in the shower, very quick.” H37MA 
“I just need to wash and get out, I don’t stand in there 
enjoying it or anything like that. Water on. Just go in, 
turn it on, stand under it, wash, turn it off, get out.” 
H05MA 
“No, nowhere near ten minutes. I wouldn’t even say 
nearly five. Three minutes for me, I reckon, that’s me 
done.” H46MA 
Long Shower Times for Younger Participants 
“H30fc2 takes about 20 mins I’d say.” H30FA 
 “If I want like a relaxing shower I don’t wanna waste 
too much water, so I just have a shower that’s enough 
to fill the bath, and then turn the shower off. Does that 
make any sense? … So I sit under the shower in the 
bath while the bath goes up around me, and then I turn 
the shower off and the bath is full.” H05fc2 
“How long would it normally take you?” Interviewer 
“Probably 10 to 15 minutes.” H01mc2 
“It takes between 5 and 20 minutes depending on how 
ever long I want to be in there… and how awake I am. 
Also, if I’m really, really freezing cold, I would use the 
shower to warm up and I’d just stand there underneath 
the water.” H01fc1 
“Sometimes we’ll get together and just play games and 
things, so if it’s the play games night, I do it like in five 
minutes. But if it’s not [pauses] ten or twenty?! 
[smiling] But I like taking long showers. So if I want to 
get somewhere and it’s good, I’ll do it quick, if I want 
to.” H40fc2 
Wasteful Behaviours 
“It takes a few minutes to settle down, it’s not the right 
temperature straight away, so I think what people do is 
they go in the bath and switch the shower on, then get 
ready to go in the shower when it’s settled to the right 
temperature.” H01MA 
6.4.2 Behavioural Intervention Axis: Showering Behaviours 
Figure 6-21. Illustration of the motivational and behavioural aspects of showering. 
 
Figure 6-22. Required Intervention obtrusiveness. 
6.4.3 Concept design 
Figure 6-23. Enuf intervention in context. 
Figure 6-24. Overview of the major components. 
Figure 6-25. Enuf display unit features. 

Figure 6-26. Enuf time segments and alerts. 
Figure 6-27. Enuf audio finishing sounds. 
Figure 6-28. Enuf information card. 
6.5 Intervention Selection 
Table 6-2. Intervention Selection Matrix 
6.6 Intervention Development 
Table 6-3. Enuf Design Specification 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6-29. Enuf prototype internal electronics and external form. 
Figure 6-30. Early testing of prototype with improvised water-proof housing. 
6.6.1 Pilot Trial 
Figure 6-31. Pilot trial installation. 
Technical Evaluation 
Table 6-4. Quantitive results of shower duration from Pilot Trial 
Qualitative Evaluation 
Unattainable Timings 
“There was that side of it, you’d be nearly finished in 
the green, but it would just go into the yellow and you’d 
be like “Sod it, might as well stay for all the yellow!”” 
PTMA2 
  
“I tried a few times, but you would need be to be as 
quick as anything to finish in three minutes” PTMA1 
Reward 
“The cheer was good alright, it’s quite nice first thing 
in the morning to get a cheer. Mind you it only 
happened once!” PTMA1 
Competition 
“When I’d be making my coffee in the morning I could 
hear PTMA1 in the shower and I’d be listening to see if 
he got a cheer” PTMA2 
Breaking Situationality 
“I wouldn’t say I tried to speed up really, but you’d be 
there sort of thinking about the day and stuff and the 
three loud beeps would come in and you just realise 
that you’ve been standing in the hot water doing 
nothing. So yeah it would kind of get you moving 
again.” PTMA1 
 
Technical Problems 
“It’s really frustrating, a few times I managed to finish 
in the green, but then, because of the lag, it would go 
into the yellow anyway!  You’d get quite annoyed 
actually, because you’d thought you’d beaten it!” 
PTMA1 
Functional Problems 
“Fortunately, I’m up before everyone else, so it never 
woke me or anything, but it was really loud alright. I 
could hear it perfectly in my room, even in the kitchen.” 
PTMA2 
Design Iterations 
 
Figure 6-32. Sound Insulation used to reduce volume. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6-33. Revised time setting card. 
 
Figure 6-34. Enuf in silent mode for collection of basline data. 
 6.7 Conclusions 
 
 

  
7. Design Intervention 
Evaluation  
7.1 Introduction 
7.2 Intervention Trial   
 
 
 
 
 
 
7.2.2 Scope and limitations  

7.2.3 Study implementation  
Figure 7-1. Device in Passive mode gathering base line data. 
Figure 7-2. Device in Active mode giving audio visual feedback. 
Technical Issues during the Trial 
7.3 Results and Findings 
7.3.1 H37  

Figure 7-3. H37 Ensuite bathroom intervention trial results. 
Figure 7-4. H37 Baseline and Active shower durations by colour band. 
7.3.2 H40 
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Figure 7-5. H40 Ensuite bathroom intervention trial results. 
Figure 7-6. H40 Ensuite bathroom Baseline and Active shower durations by colour band. 
7.3.3 H43 
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Figure 7-7. H43 bathroom intervention trial results. 
Figure 7-8. H43 Bathroom Baseline and Active shower durations by colour band. 
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Figure 7-9. H43 Ensuite bathroom intervention trial results. 
Figure 7-10. H43 Ensuite bathroom Baseline and Active shower durations by colour band. 
7.3.4 H45 
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Figure 7-11. H45 Bathroom intervention trial results. 
Figure 7-12. H45 Bathroom Baseline and Active shower durations by colour band. 
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Figure 7-13. H45 Ensuite bathroom intervention trial results. 
Figure 7-14. H45 Ensuite bathroom Baseline and Active shower durations by colour band. 
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7.3.5 H46 
Figure 7-15. H46 bathroom intervention trial results. 
Figure 7-16. H46 Bathroom Baseline and Active shower durations by colour band. 
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Figure 7-17. H28 bathroom intervention trial results. 
7.4 Discussion 
7.4.1 Introduction 
7.4.2 Design for Sustainable Behaviour Evaluation  
 
 
 
Did the produced design solution function for the specified context? 
How frequently and what is the duration of the feedback information that is fed back 
to the user? 
“Did the way unit worked make sense to you, the 
different colours?” Interviewer 
“Those colours, we’re very used to those colours are 
we, and we respond to them.” H45F 
 “I was very persuaded to have a really quick shower! 
[Laughter] The first time I was in there I literally went 
half way through the green, and then I got back out 
again! I was really scared that it would, like, really 
beep at me or something if I got to yellow! [Laughter]” 
H43fc 
How accurate is the feedback information presented, and how does this help to 
associate or dissociate a user with their actions? 
 “[Laughter] Yeah, there was one time I got out of the 
shower in the green and it turned to orange! I thought 
how can this be?! I started blowing on it, and wafting it 
around! [Laughter] and then I realised that if you 
turned the cold tap it stops!  [Laughter] Did you not do 
that too?!” H43FA 
“I do that! [Laughter]” H43mc and H43fc 
“I felt cheated when I’ve done so well!” H43FA 
How does the selection of the contents and metrics resonate with the user’s 
individual norms and motives?  
But mainly it think it’s just the device being there, it 
acts as a reminder, reminding you how long you’ve 
been standing there. And you think “well the longer I’m 
standing here the more water, the more electricity I’m 
using”. It gives you a sense to try and reduce that. And 
having had it taken out, I’ve missed it a bit.” H45MA 
“Why is that?” Interviewer 
“Well it’s certainly not the sounds. I don’t miss them. 
No, I think it’s the sense of time it gave me.” H45MA 
“I think you need to show them what this shower cost 
you say, for 4 mins its 40p, for 7 mins its 70p. And then 
you can add up what it costs over time and what else 
you could do with that money, and I think women in 
particular would be swayed by that.  Not even the cost 
to as the people paying for water and electricity, but the 
cost to the environment as well.” H45FA 
Is the feedback information presented as a granulation from a larger system, and how 
does it help or hinder a user’s understanding of this information within that system? 
How does the medium of presentation affect a user’s ability to engage with the 
feedback information?  
“To be honest, the fact that you can see it and hear it 
makes it more effective.” H45FA 
How does the selection of presentation mode affect the user’s comprehension of the 
feedback information provided? 
“Yeah I think, was it? No, no Marcus it was the long 
beeps as well I noticed that and oh I haven’t heard that 
before. I mean I haven’t heard that before, oh I’m 
obviously doing something different here. I'm not 
surprised because I’m here for a long time.” H37MA 
How does the user interpret ambient features, and to what extent are they cognitively 
mapped by the user and in line with the designer’s intent? 
“Did the way unit worked make sense to you, the 
different colours?” Interviewer 
“Those colours, we’re very used to those colours are 
we, and we respond to them.” H45FA 
How does the location of the device affect the ways in which the user interacts with 
the feedback information? 
“One thing I would say is that when you’re standing in 
the shower you tend to stand with your back to it, so it 
is possible to ignore it. Like, when our unit started 
failing and I couldn’t hear the noises.” H43FA 
“It gives a beep every section which just reminds you 
that it’s still there.” H43fc 
 “I could hear, cus my brother, when I’m getting ready 
for bed, I can hear him having a shower. And I can 
actually listen to the noise at the end of his shower and 
I can determine what level he’s gotten.” H43fc 
“That’s exactly what I did with you [H43FA] a couple 
times, cus I’d make a comment when you got out.” 
H43MA 
“A snidey comment probably! [Laughter] When I was 
in too long!” H43FA 
 “Like FA says, it depends whether you’re bored or not. 
No I think if it was on there, and I had bought it, I 
would take some interest in the stats. I like stats, I’m a 
stat person.” H43MA 
“If it, like, saved all of the data.” H43fc 
“Or it showed you in monetary terms, how much you 
were chucking down the drain.” H43FA 
Has the User’s Behaviour Changed as a Consequence of the Design 
Intervention?  
Reflective Attributes 
“I thought about how much water was being used, 
because I remember John Noakes standing in the 
shower in 1976 when there was a drought, talking 
about how much difference there was between a shower 
and a bath. Alright Im a bit older! But I didn’t equate it 
to power usage, even though I know from the light 
dimming that the 5kW makes a massive draw on, but I 
didn’t reflect on it much.” H43MA 
“And I really don’t like doing that you know I really 
have a real dislike for any kind of wastage you know 
especially water when you know there's people on the 
planet who could really do with it so I really don’t like 
that sort of wastage so that was, that was great.” 
H37MA 
“It would just be nice to know that showers weren’t 
costing as much as they have been.” H37FA 
“And would the information about the cost of 
showering have motivated you? Where it says, the 
average family spends over £400 a year?” Interviewer 
“No, not really…” H43FA 
“It’s more of a pleasure for you?” Interviewer 
“Yeah, I like to be warm, in the winter especially, I 
suffer from headaches and the shower is the way I get 
warm and relax.” H43FA 
Situational Attributes 
How frequently was/is the behavioural act enacted, prior/post to the introduction of 
the design intervention? 
“I do it first thing in the morning, get up, walk dog, 
H45MA’s gone when I get home and jump into shower. 
It’s quite a ritual, a routine.” H45FA 
“I shower every morning, and the odd evening if I’ve a 
headache. Or if I’ve been out walking the dog.  H43MA 
has psoriasis and because of the hard water he doesn’t 
tend to shower as often as we do. I’ll use once to twice 
a day, the kids every day, and Martin would be 2-3 time 
a week.” H43FA 
 “Kind of and kind of not. But I wash my hair as well 
but it’s kind of a bit random because I have PE and I 
have to tie my hair up to the end?” H40fc 
“I think for both H40fc and I, you know you we have 
long hair it’s all down to time as well.” H40FA 
“Yeah, and I always wash my hair on a Saturday which 
I just did now because I’ve been swimming in the 
morning.” H40fc 
Did/Does the user exhibit a lack of awareness of how they act in terms of conscious 
decision making or delegation of control of the behavioural act to contextual cues, 
prior/post to the introduction of the design intervention?  
“In the mornings it’s a part waking up, and in the 
evening, in the winter, it’s part of warming up and 
relaxing. I just like the shower!” H43FA 
“And would guys be similar.” Interviewer 
“Yeah, It’s a way to unwind really.” H43mc 
“I’d just think “oh I must have been in there a while” 
but, no, you’ve absolutely no concept of time when 
you’re in a shower.” H43FA 
“And did that become more pressured with the device 
beeping?” Interviewer 
“No, it just made you realise how long you spent day 
dreaming in the shower and just wasting time doing 
nothing.” H43FA 
“Yeah, when I got to two yellows, I’d go “right that’s 
it!”. Even if was in the middle of washing my hair, 
which never happened, I have just got out.” H43fc 
“Well yeah, to begin with but you get used to it in that 
shower and you start to feel quite smug if you got 
between a certain time. And from time to time I 
certainly try and reduce the time I spent in there by 
changing things like not brushing my teeth in the 
shower so you get used to it.” H45FA 
“So you did change some aspects of your behaviour?” 
Interviewer 
“Definitely, yeah.” H45FA 
Did/Does the user have free mental capacity to do other things, or exhibit efficiency 
through expectation filters, prior/post to the introduction of the design intervention? 
“And again when you are using it you think there are 
ways that you could speed up?” Interviewer 
“I don’t think so, the main thing for me is when I am in 
the shower and I do my shaving, as well, so I am 
conscious of the flow of water constantly and I think 
well should I do that somewhere else, in a bowl or 
something but then it’s so messy and awkward and I 
think no I wouldn’t bother doing that.” H40FA 
 “H37fc1 does that, yeah. She'll put on the radio or 
something on her phone. Sometimes you take the iPad 
in there; father doesn’t need to know that.” H37FA  
“Occasionally as I say especially if I get up if it's in the 
summer and the heating system isn’t on, I’ll turn it on 
and yes I might walk back into the bedroom and grab 
some clothes or something, even maybe go and see one 
of the girls and then come back and get my shower but 
that's unusual to do that.” H37MA 
Did/Does the user have difficulty in controlling their behaviour in relation to this act, 
with trouble in deliberate thinking or planning, prior/post to the introduction of the 
design intervention? 
 “Not really pampering, but yes I supposed it was 
relaxing. You know it was 9 times out of 10, any time I 
get to myself without them "Mommy" I just can’t hear 
them in the shower. So I supposed it was relaxing 
time.” H37FA 
Did/Does the behavioural action represent a sense of personal identity to the user, 
prior/post to the introduction of the design intervention? 
“I’d have to completely change how I felt about the 
using shower. I’d have to take out the body brush, I’d 
have to get rid of the conditioner because that takes 
time too, and face wash. So I’d have to really change 
everything.” H45FA 
“Would you want to?” Interviewer 
“No!” H45FA 
 Is the Change in the User’s Behaviour Sustainable?  
What was/is the domiciles domestic energy consumption prior/post to the 
introduction of the design intervention?  
Figure 7-18.  All households average Baseline and Active shower durations by colour band. 
What was/is the domestic energy consumption by 
inhabitant/appliance/room/temporality prior/post to the introduction of the design 
intervention?  
46%
27%
27%
All Households Baseline
64%
27%
9%
All Households Acitve 
What were/are the inhabitant’s expectations and actual levels of physical 
(lighting/acoustical/air/thermal) comfort, prior/post to the introduction of the design 
intervention?  
What was/is the domestic comfort level by inhabitant/room/temporality prior/post to 
the introduction of the design intervention?  
Can the effect of contextual infrastructure (such as building fabric, situational context 
and economic variables such as cost per unit of energy etc.) upon energy use and 
comfort, both prior and post to the introduction of the design intervention, be 
quantified?  
Does the ecological, economic and social benefit from the change in behaviour 
outweigh the ecological, economic and social impact of intervention provision? 
Table 7-1.  H43 Bathroom Consumption Data. 
Table 7-2.   H37 Ensuite bathroom Consumption Data. 
7.5 Conclusions 



8. Validation of the BISA as a 
Tool to Guide Design   
8.1 Introduction  
8.2 Aims 
8.3 Methodology 

Figure 8-1. Workshop One ECB brainstorming session. 
Figure 8-2. Workshop Two Brainstorming Session. 
Figure 8-3. Cooperative Evaluation session. 
8.4 Findings 
8.4.1 Findings from Session One 
Table 8-1.  Stapper et al's (2007) set of balancing acts  for design tools. 
Figure 8-4. BISA Workshop One. 
Table 8-2. Selection of Identified ECBs in descending degrees of Situationality. 
8.4.2 Problem Behaviours and Amendments to the BISA 
Table 8-3. Problematic ECBs. 
Figure 8-5. Wever et al's (2008) dual branched typology of behaviour inducing design strategies. 
Figure 8-6. Revised Behavioural Intervention Selection Axis with functionality matching included. 
8.4.2 Findings from Session Two 
Figure 8-7. Workshop Two. 
Figure 8-8. BISA used in Workshop Two showing addition of functionality matching. 
 
Table 8-4. Essential characteristics of Design for Environment methods and tools (Lindahl 2005). 
How effective is the behavioural intervention selection axis at communicating 
the information? 
Table 8-5. Response to question 1 of BISA evaluation. 
“Very simply laid out colour and labels.” WS2_6 
 “Very understandable.” WS2_17 
“Pretty good, but I am a designer looking at this from 
the point of view that I’ve looked a roughly similar 
types of thing before, might not be so clear for someone 
else.” WS2_23 
“It’s easy to relate to my own behaviour.” WS2_3 
“Quite clear, little explanation needed.” WS2_2  
“It shows there are different reasons for things but it 
shows the average of behaviour.” WS2_13 
 
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
5 Very Good 4 3 2 1 Very Poor
How effective is the behavioural intervention 
selection axis at communicating the information?
How easy was it to understand the concept of the BISA? 
Table 8-6. Response to question 2 of BISA evaluation. 
 
“I got a good grasp of the model.” WS2_4 
“It’s easy to read and simple.” WS2_10 
“Rather easy, near immediate. The ‘Inform, Persuade, 
Determine’ takes a bit more to understand.” WS2_17 
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
5 Very Easy 4 3 2 1 Very Difficult
How easy was it to understand the concept of the 
BISA?
“Easy at the end, hard at the beginning.” WS2_7 
“Takes some time to grasp the concept but once you 
have its grand.” WS2_21 
“On first glance the range on the spectrum needs 
further explanation.” WS2_3 
 How useful is the BISA as a way of selecting an intervention approach? 
Table 8-7. Response to question 3 of BISA evaluation.  
 
 
“It’s easy to consider approaches that would cause you 
to adjust your own behaviour.” WS2_3 
“It helps you think differently, in a way you are not 
accustomed to.” WS2_4 
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
5 Very Useful 4 3 2 1 Not Useful
How useful is the BISA as a way of selecting an 
intervention approach?
“Distinguishes where the problem lies as unconscious 
or conscious and where to approach it from.” WS2_17 
“Sometimes it’s difficult to know where something 
belongs.” WS2_10 
“It confuses me because you could approach it in so 
many ways.” WS2_13 
“Some things fitted along the whole scale rather than 
one compartment.” WS2_12 
“Very useful, allows you to categorise what is 
essential.” WS2_23 
“It’s a good way to try and find something very now.” 
WS2_21 
How easy was it to use the BISA as a design tool? 
Table 8-8. Response to question 4 of BISA evaluation. 
“Straight forward, encouraged us to keep looking for 
the solution after finding a first one.” WS2_23 
“It’s opened my mind a bit more, iteration and coming 
up with a range of ideas will be a lot easier.” WS2_20 
“I can see how it would be helpful for concept 
generation, although I haven’t fully designed something 
using this model.” WS2_21 
“It’s useful and gives direction.” WS2_10 
“Easy to implement these ideas and techniques into the 
project.” WS2_19 
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5 Very Easy 4 3 2 1 Very Difficult
How easy was it to use the BISA as a design tool?
“It was great for shining a light on aspects of use that 
would have been ignored or just not considered.” 
WS2_14 
“Found it useful as I notice things I never noticed 
before.” WS2_7 
“It helps you think differently, in a way you are not 
accustomed to.” WS2_4 
“Not easy in that everything has a set place, but this is 
better as it makes you consider the action and the 
thought process.” WS2_17 
 
“It can be very brain consuming.” WS2_4 
 “Took a few minutes to get your head around.” 
WS2_18 
How likely would you be to use the BISA as a design tool for any future 
Design for Sustainable Behaviour projects? 
Table 8-9. Response to question 4 of BISA evaluation. 
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14
5 Very Likely 4 3 2 1 Very Unlikely
How likely would you be to use the BISA as a 
design tool for any future Design for Sustainable 
Behaviour  projects?
“Very likely providing it’s of relevance to the project.” 
WS2_4 
“Found it very interesting, even using the concept in 
other projects just with different values.” WS2_20 
“Very likely, useful tool to have.” WS2_7 
“I think I would be likely to use it in the future.” 
WS2_21 
“It really helps us realize that habits could be changed 
to easy sustainable habits.” WS2_13 
“It’s opened my mind a bit more, iteration and coming 
up with a range of ideas will be a lot easier.” WS2_20 
“It is an interesting way to put across ideas and idea 
generation is more flowing.” WS2_5 
“It aids the process.” WS2_10 
 “Very useful check list.” WS2_18 
“Great for clarification.” WS2_17 
 
8.5 Conclusions 

 
9. Discussion 
9.1 Introduction 
9.2 Development of DfSB Theory 


Figure 9-2. Behavioural Intervention Selection Tool. 
9.3 Validation of the Conceptual Model and 
Behavioural Intervention Selection Axis 
through the Case Study of Showering 
  
Figure 9-3. Conceptual model. 
9.3.1 Design Intent 
9.3.2 Personal and Contextual Attributes 
“I mean, genuinely my object is to get in and out in the 
shortest possible time anyway.” H40MA 
“But yeah I'll just, well, I'm just in and out, quick as I 
can really.” H46MA 
“No, I wouldn’t try and be quick. It wouldn’t be 
something I would try and cut corners on or rush. I 
mean I’d reduce programs on the washing machine, but I 
wouldn’t cut corners on that. I see it as a luxury, you know, 
a nice time that you can just hum away or whatever you 
want to do, and use nice products, that’s my thing really.” 
H45FA 
“Not really pampering, but yes I suppose it was 
relaxing. You know it was 9 times out of 10, any time I 
get to myself without them "Mommy" I just can’t hear 
them in the shower. So I suppose it was relaxing time.” 
H37FA 
“Women spend longer in the shower any way don’t 
they, hair and that sort of thing.” H43FA 
“If there was a big saving in having the device would 
you consider having something similar, even if it 
removed some of the relaxation from showering?” 
Interviewer 
“I wouldn’t say no to it.” H45FA 
“Is that kind of, a sense of doing the right thing over 
the comfort of the shower or is it something else?” 
Interviewer 
“We’ve always talk about it haven’t we, getting rid of 
the dishwasher, we’ve traded in things consciously to 
reduce our impact haven’t we?” H45FA 
9.3.3 Sliding Scale of Behaviours 
“I spend a lot of time in the shower.” H43mc  
“The bathroom seems to be a time zone of its own, 
whether its kindle reading or whatever you’re doing” 
H43MA 
 “And would you have any, have had an idea of how 
long you spent in the shower before it came along and 
started giving you some feedback on that? Not 
something you’ve ever thought about?” Interviewer 
“No.” H37FA 
  
“No, it just made you realise how long you spent day 
dreaming in the shower and just wasting time doing 
nothing.” H43FA 
9.3.4 The Behavioural Role of the Intervention 
“I like the shades, I like the simple shades the pastel 
and I like the fact that it came to life and it was aware 
of what I was doing, and it was alive.” H37MA 
9.3.5 Breaking Situationality, Bringing Mindfulness  
“Yeah, that’s one thing I just thought about, because 
before I would have just switched on the water and just 
get in after a while. But obviously when it beeps you 
know you’re supposed to get in and I did.” H46MA 
“Right and would you have done something else while 
you were waiting to the water to get warm, like have a 
shave or go to the toilet?” Interviewer 
“I would have done something until it was ready yeah.” 
H46MA 
“I was always aware of the segment blip, that was 
always like “oh, segment bleep – better wash knees 
now.” H45MA 
“And MA you were always in the greens is that right?” 
Interviewer 
“Yeah I tuned into the greens fairly quickly, at first I 
was in the oranges but I tuned in and got into the 
greens. As it moves up the legs, it beeps at each section, 
that worked for me.” H45MA 
“When it turns yellow it goes ‘BlupBlupBlup’ and you 
just think ‘Oh, Ok it’s time to get out’.” H43fc 
“Yeah when it gets to the end of the green I think that’s 
enough, I’ve done everything, time to get out.” H43mc 
“I think it’s just the device being there, it acts as a 
reminder, reminding you how long you’ve been 
standing there. And you think “well the longer I’m 
standing here the more water, the more electricity I’m 
using”. It gives you a sense to try and reduce that. And 
having had it taken out, I’ve missed it a bit.” H45MA 
. 
“Sometimes if I’m, like, daydreaming in there and then 
it goes like Diu! Diu! Diu! because it’s going on to the 
red and I think, oh God I need to get out of the 
shower.” H40fc 
Figure 9-4. Required Intervention obtrusiveness. 
9.3.6 Changing the Active Goal frame 
“It sort of brings certain “Agh, I’m using too much 
water” thoughts.” H43mc 
“It did change, especially H43mc, who lives in the 
shower.” H43FA 
“I was quite horrified! It was very non-pleasurable! I 
was quite horrified, particularly when the sound came 
in I found it even more alarming. Partly because I 
didn’t like the sounds you chose, I couldn’t understand 
the choices at all. I just didn’t like the more pressure of 
it really. But I suppose that’s one of its functions really 
isn’t. To make people slightly uncomfortable staying in 
the shower.” H45FA 
“Well it didn’t traumatise me beyond belief! I can cope 
with…ahm…I could..I could live with it yeah.” H45FA 
9.3.7 Attribution of Agency and Personality 
“I missed it a bit actually, it can be annoying a bit 
actually because I’m in the green so much that I get so 
used to the sound, {chuckling] but I kinda got fond of 
it.” H45MA 
“It kept you company did it?” H45FA 
“Yeah, yeah.” H45MA 
 
 “The lights are actually nice and this sounds really 
artistic. I almost feel like I’ve got some company in the 
shower. When it had gone and I just got that white 
screen it's like I don’t know whether you've ever 
watched Cast Away and there's Nelson, and when he 
first makes friends with Nelson, his trying to not go off 
the rails, but then when Nelson falls off the boat. Then 
you know you can really feel it, and yeah I had, I almost 
had Nelson with me.” H37MA 
“Wilson.” H37FA 
“Wilson, Wilson, Wilson, Wilson. Thank you.” H37MA  
“So yeah, yeah I felt, I felt I really missed it. I missed 
the lights.” H37FA 
“And what about it was the lights that you liked? Just 
that it kind of came to life when you were in there or 
just the colours and the?” Interviewer 
“I like the shades, I like the simple shades the pastel 
and I like the fact that it came to life and it was aware 
of what I was doing and it was alive almost to the point 
of if I went in there you know at dawn when it wasn’t 
quite light outside I’d actually opt not to put the lights 
on and just enjoy that.” H37MA 
9.3.8 New Actors, New Goal frames 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
Competitive Responses 
Competition with Oneself 
“That's interesting. As you probably know from 
interviewing us earlier on I like a challenge so this was 
just great for me ‘cause it's like, “wow, okay, I gotta get 
in the green, I gotta get in the green!” H37MA 
“Yeah I do think they are, I did reduce my time, 
consciously, and I quite like a challenge.  I got hacked 
off if I got into the red and I got the sound I didn’t like, 
the “wahwahwahwaaah”. So if I finished at the end of 
the yellows I’d get the better sound.” H45FA 
“Most of the time yeah…I rarely didn’t finish in the 
green…One  time I tried to get one bar less and I was 
interested to see how quickly I could actually shower 
without scrimping on anything.” H43MA 
“I first read that I thought oh well might be the green, 
might be the yellow occasionally I’m not sure actually. 
Of course it was green every time.” H37MA 
“Every time?” Interviewer 
“Uhm so after about three showers I’d done that and I 
realized that I was always gonna be in the green.” 
H37MA 
“I haven’t heard that many showers with that on 
because you know the two just above that.  I’m pretty 
sure it was always green for me, I am pretty sure, and 
the fanfare.” H40MA 
“Yeah, and the fanfare. You weren’t a fan of the 
fanfare.” Interviewer 
“No, the fanfare is okay, it would be nice to have it 
somehow varied.” H40MA 
“And did you think it has any effects on you? Do you 
think you sped up?” Interviewer 
“Yeah, no, um, not with me I’m comfortably in the 
green so, yes, yeah.” H46MA 
Competition with the Device 
 “For me it’s been good, it’s motivated me to get out 
quicker. And because I’m competitive I don’t like to be 
beaten.” H43FA 
“I think, for me, it represented a bit of fun, it was 
interesting but it did make me want to shower less in 
the shower just to compete with it. So it was good, but 
I’m a reward incentive based person in just about 
anything.” H43MA 
“I was aware of the time running out and you 
automatically try to beat the clock, isn’t it? So yes it did 
rush me a bit, in a good way.” H40FA 
“Yeah, but I thought it was ready before it  
beeped…..And I thought I’d get a little bit longer in the 
shower before it turned red!” H45FA 
“I just turn it on and dance around until it’s the right 
temperature [laughter]. So I wouldn’t run the shower 
first so the beep had no effect on me. Sometimes I could 
beat it and be under the water before it came on! Not 
that I’m competitive or anything [laughter].” H43FA 
Competition with Others 
“No, I’m probably the quickest, as we found out when 
we got competitive in the first couple of weeks! Even 
with a hair wash, so that was useful from that point of 
view.” H43MA 
“H43MA went “Oh, you got up to red on your 
shower!” O Pious One!” H43FA 
“Oh I don’t know I remember some green challenge 
moments between you two boys, and about how I never 
got a green.” H45FA 
New Goal frames derived from Competitive Behaviour 
“And so you’re describing it as a ticking time bomb, is 
that how it felt?” Interviewer 
“Well yeah, to begin with, but you get used to it in the 
shower and you start to feel quite smug if you got 
between a certain time.” H45FA 
Emotional Responses 
Fear 
“I was very persuaded to have a really quick shower! 
[Laughter] The first time I was in there I literally went 
half way through the green, and then I got back out 
again! I was really scared that it would, like, really 
beep at me or something if I got to yellow! [Laughter]” 
H43fc 
Guilt 
“No I feel guilty when it goes to yellow.” H43fc 
“I felt guilty for that [when speaking about a full red 
shower].” H43mc 
Contempt 
“You know when he's (H46mc1) been to football and he 
comes home, he's been wet, he's cold and  he’ll sit and 
let the warm water over him.” H46FA2 
“I didn’t like it when it said I’d done bad. I’d say I did 
not do bad I did quite well actually.” H46mc1 
“Yeah I was, I was. And sometimes it’s a bit of a 
struggle, I really don’t want to get out, but I really 
don’t want it to go to red! …But by the time it got to 
red, I thought “Well, I’ve lost anyway I might as well 
stay in. So actually by the time I got red I thought “I 
can’t be bothered now I might as well stay in for 
longer.” H43FA 
“Past the point of no return.” H43MA 
Desire for Praise 
“The red is a bad thing! Yellow’s fine, because it still 
played me a happy tune if I finished in orange! I figured 
it was still cheering me if I had full orange, so if that’s 
alright for the machine then I staying in! .” H43FA 
Avoidance of Reproach 
“I didn’t want to go to red because it was…” H43FA 
 “It was disappointed.” H43mc 
 “Yeah it was disappointed! [Laughter]” H43FA 
 “It shakes it head and points its finger!” H43mc 
 “Yeah, it should do shouldn’t it!” H43FA 
 “So those noises obviously had an effect?” Interviewer 
 “They did!” H43fc 
 “They did, I hate to say it but they did…I hate to think 
that I was that swayed by little lights and noises, but I 
really was!” H43FA 
Pleasure and Fun 
“I think, for me, it represented a bit of fun, it was 
interesting but it did make me want to shower less in 
the shower just to compete with it.” H43MA 
“I missed it a bit actually, it can be annoying a bit 
actually because I’m in the green so much that I get so 
used to the sound {chuckling] but I kinda got fond of 
it.” H45MA 
“And girls what did you think about the look of this 
when it arrived?” Interviewer 
“Uhm, it was exciting.” H37fc1 
“To get something new?” Interviewer 
“I liked the noises.” H37fc2 
Feelings of Injustice 
“Also when you switched of the shower, sometimes the 
drips would keep it going for a while afterwards.” 
H45MA 
“Yeah I felt cheated a few times! It incremented 
another chunk and I got the horrible noise instead of 
the good noise.” H45FA 
Feelings of Accountability 
“It did, but I’m not sure how much of it was because it 
was part of your study, or whether I would spend that 
little time if I didn’t have to answer to you….I didn’t 
feel obliged, I didn’t feel obliged to get out of the 
shower because you were doing the study. I didn’t feel 
like I needed to, I felt like I needed to beat the machine! 
If you see what I mean, It’s hard to actually make sense 
of it.” H43FA  
“And what would motivate you to be quicker then? Is it 
because the device is recording or just because you 
know you should be trying for a certain amount time?” 
Interviewer 
“Probably because it was recording them ... You’re 
sort of comparing it to everybody else's right after.” 
H37FA 
Affection 
“I almost feel like I’ve got some company in the 
shower… I felt I really missed it. I missed the lights.” 
H37MA 
“If you had to describe it in one word?” Interviewer 
“Clunky Companion, I thought. I bonded with my 
Shower Maggot, it was quite good.” H43MA 
“Are you looking forward to it being gone? Well its 
gone already I suppose in that it’s stopped working.” 
Interviewer 
“Yeah I’ll miss it, I thought we were going to keep it.” 
H43MA 
New Goal frames derived from Emotional Responses 
9.3.9 Deep Situationality of Showering 
“Now that the device is gone from your shower have 
you gone back to brushing your teeth in the shower or 
have you kept the shorter routine?” Interviewer 
“I did to begin with but now we’ve just come back from 
holiday and I went straight back to brushing them in 
the shower. I am aware of that because it probably 
adds a minute or something.” H45FA 
9.4 Intervention Selection Tool for DfSB 


9.5 Innovative Artefact 

 Figure 9-5. Revised Enuf concept with in-line turbine power. 
9.6 Drivers behind Showering Behaviours 
“Identifying the drivers of behaviour may in turn help 
to underpin a discussion of the most effective means of 
achieving behavioural change in personal washing, in 
particular individuals reducing the duration of 
showers.” (Walker 2009b) 
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 LEEDR – Shower Device Feedback Session  MHanratty  
Background and Information 
 
1. Prior to the trial, had you ever considered how much showering would have cost you? 
 
2. Did you have any idea of how much water was used by a shower? If so how much did 
you think it used? 
 
3. Were you surprised when you saw the information provided? Did it make you think 
differently about water and energy use?  
 
4. Did it motivate you to try and use less water or energy? 
 
5. Do you have a regular shower routine? Can you describe it? For example, you shower 
at the same time of day every day? What affects this, for example, how often you wash 
your hair etc.?  
 
6. What were your feelings about showering before the device arrived? Did it mean more 
to you than just washing, eg. Something you’d look forward to, relaxing, enjoyable , 
therapeutic. Were these feelings changed by the arrival of the device? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Use 
7. What did you think of the appearance of the device, did it look like a real product? 
  
8. Did the unit function how you thought it would from the information provided?         
 
9. What did you think of the “water is hot”  alert, did it effect what you did? 
 
10. Would you have known how long you spent in the shower before the device came 
along? What was your reaction the first time you got feedback 
           
11. Did you feel that the time periods indicated by the colour lights were reasonable? If not 
why not? 
 
12. Do you think that the sounds changed the length of your showers? If so in what way? If 
so which sounds in particular? 
 
13. Do you think that the lights changed the length of your showers? If so in what way? If 
so which lights in particular? 
 
14. Did you try and finish at a particular point or colour when you were showering, If so, 
which point and why did you settle on that?  
 
 
15. Did anyone manage to finish in the green section? What did you think of the fanfare 
sound? Was it just your normal time or did you make an effort to be quick? 
 
16. Did the device make anyone feel guilty for staying in too long? 
 
17. Did you ever go through all the RED lights? If so how did that make you feel? Did it 
impact on your behaviour? 
 
18. What was your reaction to the end of shower sounds? How did they make you 
feel?  (e.g. the fanfare, or sad trombone make you feel) 
 
19. Did that change over the trial? 
 
20. How did you change your shower routine because of the device? Did any of you try to 
work around the device .eg. do some things without the water running. Or did anyone 
have a double shower and get 2 big fanfares instead! 
 
 21. Aside from just washing yourself, would ever do any of the following in the shower, 
shaving, brushing teeth, shampoo + conditioner, daydreaming, soaking. Were these 
activities impacted upon by the device? How acceptable was this? did you adapt your 
behaviour and if so how? 
 
22. If the device led to a change in routine, did the new routine become normal after a 
while? e.g. you began to finish in a shorter time without really having to think about it? 
 
23. Were you interested in how other members of the family were using the device? Could 
you hear them?  
 
24. Did you ever talk about what was happening with each other? 
 
25. Did the device work for all of your showers? Were there many times when it didn’t 
turn on? 
 
26. Was a noticeable lag before it would realise you had finished? If so how long? Did you 
find this to be a nuisance?  
 
27. How accurate do you think the feedback was? 
 
28. What didn’t you like about the device? 
 
 
Future 
29. If it turned out that you could save £100, X liters of water and X kg CO2 by using the 
device, would you consider having one in the future ?If it was more accurate and built in 
to a shower for example. 
 
30. If you could change some things about its design, what do you think would work better 
or be easier to live with. 
 
31. Are you looking forward to it being gone? ?If so what are you looking forward to? (To 
having long showers? Do you think you’ll go back to your old routine? Or will you miss 
getting applause in the morning?!?) 
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 Introduction 
While this analysis primarily seeks to draw out commonalties of energy consuming 
behaviour across the participating households, it also seeks specific design insight. 
Theses insights and opportunities are shown in bordered BLUE TEXT and reference a 
range of Design for Sustainable Behaviour related topics and mechanisms.  
 
 2 Digital Media: Role and Impact 
2.1 Introduction 
2.2 Gaming  
2.2.1 Social Gaming 
H05MA: We’ve actually only got the Wii at the moment. 
 
I: Would that be a family thing or just that you have friends over 
or..? [Discussion ] 
 
H05FA: I do, yeah. We have daft things on it, don’t we? 
 
H05MA: Half a bottle of wine and you’re… 
 
H05FA: Yeah, we do play on it in the winter. It tends to be the winter, 
doesn’t it? 
  
H05MA Yeah. 
I: And what sort of games do you play on the Wii? 
 
H33mc1: We normally play games with lots of sports stuff. 
 
I: Ah, so moving and dancing? 
H33FA: Oh, we do have [xxxx] but we don’t play it very often, do we, 
because we get a bit competitive. [chuckling]. 
 
H33mc1:        Like Jocelyn starts to say “Who won?” and then she’s 
like… She says she’s on somebody’s team and then they lose and then 
she says she’s on someone else’s team. [laughter]. 
I: And is the Wii something that you do together as a family or 
would it be Louise and Daniel who mainly do that? 
 
H28FA: It’s mainly Daniel and you, isn’t it? 
 
H28MA: Yeah. Mainly, yeah. 
 
H28mc: Actually I don’t use it very much anymore. 
 
H28fc:             No, you haven’t for a while. 
 
H28MA: You haven’t for a while, but before you came I just had 
a go at the Tiger Woods PGA Tour in America before you came, so… 
 H43MA: The  most  communication  he  might  do  is  when  he’s  
playing  live  with somebody. 
 
H43FA: On Xbox live he’ll talk to his friend who’s on Xbox live. 
 
H43fc1: Yeah because he can connect with these headphones and 
microphone and talk to his friends. 
 
I: So you can play together on the Xbox live. 
 
H43FA: Yeah and they’ve got headsets so they can talk to each other as 
well. 
 
H43MA: We’ve all got a live account.  Well these have, you 
haven’t because you don’t play. 
 2.2.2 Dispersed Gaming Suites 
H09mc2: Doesn’t the Wii TV, the Wii screen count as a TV? 
 
H09MA: Working TVs… You know the signal’s just been turned 
off, the television signal?  You know we’ve gone to digital? 
 
I:  Yes. 
 
H09MA:          The  children  had  some  old  televisions  in  their  
bedroom which are obviously analogue TVs, so they don’t actually work 
with the at the moment.  So we’re considering whether we should get rid 
of them and get a digital. 
In terms of energy use there are several concerns emerging: One is the obvious 
energy the consoles and displays use, often they are incorporated into DM suites of 
TV, DVD, Sky Box, Console(s). All of which may be kept on standby (see section on 
TV) for a number of reasons. There was suggestion of some consoles being left on 
and paused for extended periods to keep game position for their return. Certainly 
there were reports of regular, often daily, long periods of play. 
Furthermore, in many cases video games were played away from the rest of the family 
in a bedroom, this would generally necessitate heating and lighting as well as other 
incidental energy use. This is compounded by the sedentary nature of most gaming 
activities (with the exception of the Wii) which would presumably require more heat in 
the room. However, scope for curtailment of this pastime is unsure given its 
entrenchment and personal and social importance.  
 The prevalence of gaming, especially amongst the younger members of the 
households offers some interesting opportunities for design. 
 It is an existing channel of long term engagement with persuasive DM. 
 It can be a shared activity for the family, providing an informational focal point 
to the group.  
 As a shared activity, it can bring the family members together into the same 
room, with the opportunity to reduce energy load elsewhere. 
 Game mechanics are an established route to behaviour modification, and 
could perhaps be mirrored in design interventions. 
 It positions younger members as independent and active, perhaps offering a 
channel to creating energy champions driving off screen actions 
 
2.3 Television 
 I: Do you ever sit down to watch a TV programme together? 
H33FA: Yeah, Strictly on a Saturday night. That’s a must, isn’t 
it? [laughter]. 
-------------------------- 
I: And in terms of more traditional things like TVs and radios 
and that, would you be big users do you think? 
 
H41FA: I’m big TV. Coronation Street 
This obviously has potential in terms of directly forecasting energy  use (e.g. half time 
in the FA cup is a well-documented electricity demand  peak time as millions of kettles 
are flicked on), but may also prove useful in terms of targeting energy use reduction in 
other areas of the home as it places people in a specific location regularly. 
 
I:.  The next question is “What makes it home?” and you’ve sent us 
a picture. 
H38FA:  Yeah, lots of people in it. That makes it home. 
 
 I:  And I take it this sofa is here in the lounge? 
 
H38FA:  Yeah. 
 
H38MA:  Yeah. So we sort of sat there and had the camera turned 
to us. 
 
H38FA:  And we spend a lot of time in this room. We play in 
here and we dance in here and we watch telly in here and we read in here 
and it’s warm and it’s cosy. 
I: Are you a film watching family or is it just individuals? 
 
H28MA: We are, yeah. 
 
H28MA: Yeah, we watch quite a few. 
H33FA:          Yeah. If I’m at home, especially in the winter, and I’m not 
doing anything in the house, then I get cold quite quickly. But we’ve got 
a blanket that I can kind of put on me if I’m sitting down, which I don’t 
do a lot of. There’s a blanket behind the sofa and we all often get under 
that blanket, don’t we, if it’s cold and we’re watching something on the 
telly.  
 H09mc2:: Only when I wanted to watch X Factor till 10 o’clock. 
 
H09FA: Yeah, but now you just go in our room or something, wont’ 
you, so I think we’ll just get rid of them, so don’t count them. 
Can we encourage social TV watching in order to consolidate people into one room? 
How can we translate that into reduced energy use in the rest of the home? How strong 
are the forces that cause people to disperse around the home to use other DM and what 
interventions or devices could diminish them (i.e. iPad and head phones).
H09MA          The  children  had  some  old  televisions  in  their  
bedroom which are obviously analogue TVs, so they don’t actually work 
with the at the moment.  So we’re considering whether we should get rid 
of them and get a digital. 
 H18MA: I watch BBC iPlayer on the iPad sometimes in bed, 
especially if the X Factor’s on or something like that.  
 
H41MA: They’re all energy saving things and also like we 
used to… we used to like the television…  Because like you can 
appreciate the plug’s in the wall and we’ve got an extension lead 
with like 4 sockets and because everything used to be plugged into 
the wall, when we did the front we like sort of put an extension 
lead from the socket to the actual back of the telly so you got 
your DVD, your Virgin media, your telly. So you’d got all the 
plugs in there and because before they used to go into the wall sort 
of thing, we couldn’t… , you know, we could get to it, but like we 
didn’t really bother. 
 
 H41FAc2: It’s like they’d got to be all on or all off. 
 
H41MA: Yeah. So what do you do?  You put your telly on 
standby, but now there’s a little stick there… 
H46FA: We’ve started turning everything off. 
 
I: Have you? 
 
H46MA: The Sky box, but I must admit I haven’t done that for 
a while though because… 
 
I: It’s blocked again when you get it. 
 
H46FA: Well it’s not because also as well we tape things on there.  If 
it’s turned off it won’t record, so sometimes you have to leave it on so 
that it will record. 
This raises an interesting question about inefficient  DM suites as a local heating 
source, which could provide context aware heating through use while, for instance, 
allowing the rest of the home to be heated less intensively This could also be achieved 
through a secondary heating device linked to TV usage.
 As a channel for intervention TV offers a social grouping both spatially and in terms of 
activity, and seems a likely location for physical control devices. – A power off switch 
for upstairs light and heat?  
TV provides a shared digital platform for persuasive intervention and energy feedback. 
These could be targeted by time, season or schedule, and related to appropriate off 
screen actions that could be taken in the given situations.  Combined with appropriate 
hardware there is potential for remote control of appliances through the hub of the 
screen. 
The portal of TV control has much greater interactive potential with digital TVs and 
networked devices, there is scope to build energy monitor/controller into TV 
architecture or more successfully through on line portals such as BBC iPlayer. iPlayer 
offers a superb platform for any national level role  out  of such an intervention type as it 
is accessed through devices of much higher computing power than , for instance, 
thermostats.  Also the BBC has an internal history of technological innovations and the 
foundations are there for it to be an instrumental hub for energy demand reduction. 
It would be interesting to see if the peak demand moments relating to TV usage (i.e. the 
adverts during Strictly Come Dancing) are reducing in magnitude as the possibilities of 
on-demand television allow people to watch programs whenever they want, or does it 
just cause people to watch different programmes at the same “peak” times.  
An accessible power-off switch for DM suites themselves which facilitates “always on” 
devices (perhaps the recording schedule could control power supply) is needed to 
address the stand-by problem. This could be a physical or digital remote control, or 
even perhaps a smart phone app.  
2.4 Portable Digital Media 
 H05FAc1: That said though, mum, you do ring us from downstairs 
to tell us that tea’s ready. [laughter]. 
 
H05FA: That’s because I’m fed up of shouting, yeah. 
H37MA: I’m completely addicted to my phone, to my iPhone. 
I: You’ve an iPhone. 
H37MA: Yeah. It’s absolutely part of me. 
---------------------------- 
H46MA: Oh yeah, yeah, I love it, yeah..... I use it for everything 
really to be honest. I’m lost without it. 
H41MA: It’s an energy saving bulb so when he comes in, you 
know, he’s sort of like… you know, he’s got somewhere to see like. Of 
course he goes out. 10 to 5 in the morning he rolls up, do you know 
what I mean?  So the light’s been on from… So we’re going to stop 
that now 
 
H41MAc1: I just take a torch out with me or something. [cross 
talking]. I’ve got one on my phone – I’ve got a flash light.   
  H37FA:          If he’s gone somewhere for the day he’ll come back and 
he’ll sit down and watch the news with me and I’m like “What are you 
doing?” “I do my emails on the train,” and I’m like “Okay.” 
 
 H37MA:        In the past after a day out like that I’d come straight back, 
have some food and then go upstairs and deal with all the events from 
the day. 
H41FA:          … but now I’ve got my phone I tend to… Like last night 
Alex was doing homework and we were stuck on something, so I 
Googled it on my phone. Before I had this phone I’d have got my 
netbook out. So it’s just quicker. I’ve got the HTC. 
 
This ability to seek new information on whim has great potential for design intervention 
as it bridges the contextual barriers to accessing environmentally beneficial information 
related (but not currently integrated) to the behaviour.   
H40MA: Very little recreation use. So I use it as an MP3 
player; so I do download podcasts mostly of BBC radio programmes 
and listen to them in the car because I can plug it into the car.  It has 
become an indispensable navigational aid.  We don’t have an iPad, but 
 then we use the iPhones as iPads effectively, don’t we?  So we’ll 
search and look for stuff while sitting here through the iPhone. 
 
H40FA:          Yeah.   I’m often on Google sort of like looking 
because it’s just so quick rather than getting your laptop out.  And like 
Andy says, sort of like using the maps on it and everything.  It’s just a 
tool that’s got to be with you all the time.  And I use the notepad on it as 
well.  It’s just sort of part of everyday living really. 
 
This illustrates that these devices are “only” a phone in name, and in reality are more 
like a digital Swiss army knife – a go-to multipurpose tool for connected living. As such 
it positions the devices, to those who engage with them, as personal digital agents for 
negotiating real world interactions. If this willingness on the part of the user to interact 
with the physical world through a digital medium can be verified,  it could provide a 
welcome platform for persuasive DfSB intervention. The possibilities of this, particularly 
relating to energy feedback and remote control, were not lost on some of our more 
energy and technology savvy participants. 
I: And would you ever take it for the internet or something if 
you’re sitting at the TV or…? 
 
H10FA: Yeah.  To be honest, I tend to use the Ipad more.  I use 
the Ipad for shopping and…. 
  
H10MA: Yeah, but you say you don’t use it and you’ll quite 
happily do internet shopping. 
 
H10FA: Yeah. 
H10MA: You set up the internet billing for gas and electric, so 
you’re quite capable. 
This mobile nature leads to iPad use creeping into lots of other activities, such as 
watching online TV while cooking or in bed, watching cartoons with the children in 
different locations, and browsing the internet while sitting on the couch watching the 
TV. These compound behaviours are quite common, and they are highly relevant in 
terms of design intervention as they physically and temporally position a stream of 
digital activity parallel to other energy consuming activities. A second stream which 
could be used as a vehicle for DfSB intervention, perhaps even context aware 
intervention (i.e. if an intelligent system was aware of all energy being used in the home 
and also the location of the occupants ,relevant actions could be offered as appropriate 
through this medium).  
 H38MA: No, we use the family laptop which is actually here. 
 
I: Okay. So it’s based in the lounge then. 
 
However receiving a personal laptop often coincides with the transition to adolescence 
so it’s agency in the dispersal is unclear. It remains, however, an “intelligent” platform 
through which to reach younger family members.
H01FAc1: I have my laptop on every night. 
 
H01mc2: I go on-line fairly regularly. 
 
H01FAc1:      From after dinner at about seven until when I go to bed, 
whether that’s half eleven or it’s three o’clock in the morning, I will be 
sitting in front of my laptop. 
 I: Do you switch off your computers when you go to sleep or do 
you leave them on standby? 
 
H01FA:  Yeah 
H01FA: I forget mine sometimes. 
 
H01FAc1: I leave mine plugged in though and the box gets really 
hot. 
 
H05MA:        The biggest thing I suppose in that respect is actually 
charging because a lot of the mobile devices we’ve usually got at least 
two devices charging overnight. 
 
H05fc:           You’re awful dad because you never turn that Apple plug 
off. It’s always on. 
 
H05MA: Yeah, but there’s not always something plugged in. 
 
H05FA: Yeah, but it’s still on. 
 
Interestingly these small low powered devices drew a lot of attention in terms of energy 
consumption for both of the reasons, but this seems to be a reflection of the fact that 
they, being battery powered, force an awareness of power consumption. That is, their 
 very functionality is transparently tied to monitoring and maintaining energy consumed. 
This awareness of resource use, has led to participants taking action to unplug chargers 
(though not necessarily reducing device use), and points towards potential of sensory 
feedback systems as energy saving prompts. 
Also at higher conceptual level, this shows an acceptance amongst users of a finite 
quantity of energy being available for a device/service. Even when, in the case of 
smartphones, this has developed regressively where devices used have 3-5 day battery 
lives now only have 24 hrs. It points towards users being happy to trade off an enhanced 
experience (or increased capabilities) with a constrained “window of energy 
availability”. This has implications in terms of energy reduction but also in terms of 
shifting energy demand where enhanced functionality matching could be coupled with a 
“positive” energy use agenda through the allotting of “units of use”  
This means that children could be potential actors in any energy consumption 
reduction strategy using these platforms whether intentionally or by chance.
2.5 Social networking 
 H01FAc1:      From after dinner at about seven until when I go to bed, 
whether that’s half eleven or it’s three o’clock in the morning, I will be 
sitting in front of my laptop. 
I: Just browsing the internet? 
H01FAc1: Yeah or on Facebook talking to someone on-line. 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
H23FA: Yeah, I use my laptop I suppose for emailing and 
keeping in touch with people and the internet, but… 
 
H23MA: Yeah, Facebook and Ebay. 
 
H23FA: Yeah, okay.  [laughter].  But we don’t have lots of 
gadgets, do we? 
-------------------------- 
H38FA: Yeah. I’d say I use it most days. I: Okay. Is it for just 
work? 
H38FA:          Not for work. Personal – checking Hotmail and Facebook 
and stuff, searching things.  
--------------------------- 
H45FA: Facebook though – you do Facebook on that, don’t you? 
 
H45mc:  Not really. I go on the computer to do that. 
H08MA: And Jess and mum are the keenest phone users it’d be 
fair to say, wouldn’t it? 
 
I: Is that for making phone calls or downloading or chatting or…? 
 
H08fc1: Yeah. 
 
H08FA: Just chatting, Twitter, Facebook. 
 ------------------------------------------------------------ 
   H41MA: Well, Sony Eriksson. 
 
[talking about how he doesn’t use it to its full capabilities] 
 
I: And so like you wouldn’t really go on the internet on it or…? 
 
H41FA: . He browses through Facebook sometimes and… 
H41MA: I browse. I just go on there and see what silly 
comments people put as in, you know, sort of “Don’t feel very well 
today. Not going to college.” Not Melissa, but other people. I think 
Facebook’s got a lot to answer for really, you know. There’s too much 
personal information put on that. 
 
I: But addictive as well at the same time. 
 
H41MA: Yeah. 
 
H41FA: It’s like anything else though – it’s alright if it’s used 
right.   
 
H41MA: Yeah, Twitter you go, don’t you, Mel? 
 
H41FAc2: Yeah. 
 
H41mc3: I’m on it. 
 
I: Are you on Twitter as well? 
 
H41mc3: So’s Luke. 
------------------------------------------------------------------ 
H43FA:          Dad does go on Facebook on a family dog walk saying 
“We’re on a family dog walk,” which again is weird.  
 
 H43FA: Martin uses these a lot even when  he’s not at work. 
 
H43MA: It’s just a habit. 
 
H43FA: It’s a Facebook habit. 
The concept of using these online social networks as a platform for energy consumption 
reduction is not a new one and would seem to have some potential in terms of 
generating normative and competitive motivations for behaviours. Furthermore, it would 
seem to offer a useful means of targeting information at particular demographic groups 
with shared interests and lifestyles.  The key design issue would be integrating relevant 
actionable information into such platforms to convert the normative competitive 
potential into actual behaviour.  
 However, it would be a mistake to assume that engaging one family member through 
such a platform would generate energy reductions across the board, or that the entire 
family would be willing to use such a service together. As discussed elsewhere families 
are made up of independent minded individuals with their own preferences and 
activities, particularly as children grow into adolescence.  In the same light the social 
networks they develop may become more personal and private, and less open to shared 
familial experiences.  
I. So has everyone got Facebook accounts in the house? 
 
H41mc3: Yeah. 
 
H41MA: I’m not sure. 
 
H41mc4: I follow Mel. 
 
H41FA:          I used to have Melissa as a friend. [laughter and cross 
talking]. She’d put a comment on it that I showed Alan that was 
inappropriate against [xxxx]. It wasn’t disgusting. He went and talked 
to her about it and the next thing I’m deleted as a friend! 
 
  
H41mc3: She ain’t adding me as a friend. 
 
H41FAc2: I live with you though; that’s enough.  
2.6 Music 
H01mc2: When  I’m  washing  up  it’s  in  the  radio  over  there,  
but otherwise I’ll plug my headphones in. 
 
H01FA: When you’re walking round. 
 
H01mc2: Walking round especially. 
 
I: Where would you listen to music? 
 
H33MA: We’ve got speakers in this room and the front room. 
 
I: Is that from a stereo or..? 
 
H33MA: Yeah, just an old hi-fi. I wouldn’t call it digital. 
[chuckling]. 
 
 H33FA: And if you have it loud enough you can hear it all over the 
house. [laughter].
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3 Drivers of Energy Consuming Behaviour 
3.1 Comfort 
H01FAc1:      Well, I’m sure everyone would rather have the heating 
on than sitting in the freezing cold just because it’s there.  I mean you’d 
like to think you’re saving the polar bears and what not by sitting with the 
heating off, but if the heating’s there you’re going to turn it on. 
 
 
H01MA:        No, but it does come to that point when it’s really cold in 
the morning when you get out of bed.  You want at least the chill to be 
gone, don’t you? 
---------------------------------------------------- 
H10FA: I suppose when you’re talking about home it’s like being 
able to have lighting, the heating, being comfortable in our home. 
 
H10MA: Yeah, I remember when I was growing up at home, 
because you didn’t necessarily have central heating, when you went up to 
your room you were putting a 2 bar fire on and having extra jumpers on.  
Now it’s a modern, centrally heated home; all the rooms are comfortable.  
That’s a big difference for those 2 growing up upstairs because   they’ll 
never know the fact that the living room is where everybody huddles 
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round the fire.  So I wouldn’t think we’re necessarily flagrantly burning 
money, but we’re not… We’re aware of what’s going on, but we’re not 
going to be uncomfortable  about  it  unless  the  energy  bills  keep  going  
up astronomically. 
------------------------------------------------------- 
H30FA:        It depends how cold I feel. I mean I don’t really like the dry 
air that central heating produces, so I try to put a jumper on and stuff like 
that, but there’s just some days where that’s just not cosy enough. So it’s 
kind of a cosy factor thing. 
 
The motivation to create comfort is a powerful behaviour shaping force which must be 
addressed in any design intervention. However this does not mean maintaining the status 
quo, instead less energy intensive ways of maintaining comfort must be found. These 
must be dynamic and adjustable to match the changing needs of participants, and to 
achieve this without significant changes to the fabric of the house it is likely that they 
must be more responsive to the actual proximity to the occupants. 
 
3.2 Convenience 
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H41MA: We used to like the television…  Because like you can 
appreciate the plug’s in the wall and we’ve got an extension lead with like 
4 sockets and because everything used to be plugged into the wall, when 
we did the front we like sort of put an extension lead from the socket to 
the actual back of the telly so you got your DVD, your Virgin media, 
your telly. So you’d got all the plugs in there and because before they used 
to go into the wall sort of thing, we couldn’t… , you know, we could get 
to it, but like we didn’t really bother. 
H01FA:          I mean using the tumble drier instead of putting it on 
the washing line is either laziness or lack of time.  I don’t think “I can’t 
afford to do this.”  I think “This is not very green. I ought not to be doing 
this because of the poor polar bears who have got no icecap left to live 
on.” 
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H10FA:            We do have thermostats on all the radiators, but I 
wouldn’t say that we are particular about shutting the door in like rooms 
that aren’t very warm.   
------------------------------- 
H01MA: On the radiators we’ve got the thermostats on the  
radiators to adjust the temperature.  We very rarely change those, do we? 
H09MA:        I’d say it’s convenience, isn’t it, I think. Convenience 
as well. It’s the dishwasher, the washing your clothes. That’s all 
convenience, ain’t it?  The information, like you say you could go to 
books, but it’s so convenient, ain’t it, you just press a button. 
-------------------------------- 
H05MA          Yeah. I mean, you know, we use some energy for heating 
the house and we use some energy for lighting the house, but I think if we 
were to sort of say, you know, we’ve taken 100 units of energy – I think 
the heating and lighting and cooking will probably take 20 or 30 and then 
the other 70 would probably be us doing things just because it makes life 
easier, you know, and I suppose to some extent I would include in that 
things like the washing machine and dishwasher.    
Convenience of use is a critical feature of any design intervention, both in the primary 
sense of the intervention itself but also in the nature of any secondary behaviour it 
encourages. If an intervention requires significantly more effort to use, be it cognitive 
load through complex interaction or physical effort through proximity and movement, 
then it is unlikely to succeed in changing behaviour.   
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If easy alternatives are available which satisfy the desired goal, they will be used. The 
design challenge is to achieve the main goal with reduced resource use, and make the 
intervention easy to use; convenient. This requires the intervention to be properly 
positioned in the householder’s lifestyle and routines in a way which makes it easier or 
more engaging to use than the existing channels.  
The role of proximity should not be underestimated in this, if a new intervention is not on-
hand in the context of use it will probably not be sought out and used. Kitchen cupboards 
are full of labour saving devices like juicers and egg slicers which are rarely brought out 
even for those tasks.  
As evidenced here and elsewhere (Drivers of Behaviour/Time), the participants often rank 
those appliances which make their lives easier as being the most important to them. As 
such they may be willing to make reductions in other more inanimate systems like central 
heating or showering if can be framed effectively. 
3.3  Cost  
H01MA:        I suppose if you go back a few years the energy bills 
were a lot lower and they were only a tiny proportion of your whole 
income.  There wasn’t the motivation there to change for financial 
reasons.   I don’t think financial is actually a motivator to actually change 
your energy usage. 
 
H01MA:      Well, I’m basically saying that even though £2000 that’s 
still is not all … or if you take your saving from that it’s actually still 
quite a small percentage of your whole household income. So to actually 
say well you’re going to save 10%, 20%, well it’s not going to make a 
huge difference to us. We’ll still be pretty much in the same state and I 
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suppose the same with solar panels; even if we had the savings or we 
took out a loan we’d actually still be breaking even with the solar panels 
because it’s about ten years to pay it off. 
------------------------------------------------------ 
H01FAc1: You’re thinking it’s costing you rather than what effect 
it’s having on the environment. 
 
H01FA:          I mean using the tumble drier instead of putting it on the 
washing line is either laziness or lack of time.  I don’t think “I can’t afford 
to do this.”  I think “This is not very green. I ought not to be doing this 
because of the poor polar bears who have got no icecap left to live on.” 
---------------------------------------------------- 
I: So you have a feeling that you consume a lot of energy but you’re 
not that sure why. 
 
H05FA: It sounds awful, it’s something I don’t ever… 
 
H05MA : Consider. 
 
H05FA: No, I do consider, but I… 
 
H05MA : Don’t worry about it. 
 
H05FA: I mean I’m not a person that worries about paying bills. 
We try and look at what we do. I don’t think we… 
H45FA:  I think sometimes it changes though, perhaps with 
affluence, in that when you have less money you tend to do a lot more – 
or I did when I lived in my terraced house – a lot more things like making 
sure you kept heat in – so for example having curtains that were lined and 
very lined and, you know, curtain the door. So anything that breezes 
came through you’d try and eliminate those and sausage dogs at the doors 
and, you know, wearing lots of clothes. I hate to say it, but as you perhaps 
have a little bit more money you tend to care less about those things 
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unless it’s a very, very ingrained within you. So it’s there in my mind, but 
I hate to say if I’m cold now I just put on the heating. 
----------------------------------------------------- 
H01FAc1:      But for me it meant a lot when I was living on my own. 
Like I watched my money and I made sure we had electric on, but now 
I’m living back here I pay my £20 a week rent and that’s it, I don’t think 
about it. 
 
H01FA: I think we’re just lucky, aren’t we, that we don’t have to think 
about it, that we have enough money to pay that bill. 
 
H01FAc1:      Yeah, that’s what I meant. Like me and Lenny had to watch 
what we were spending and where we were spending it and maybe some 
weeks we did go short, but if it was a case of I had a little one living with 
me I wouldn’t have let it go to that situation, if you get what I mean. 
[While talking about using appliances to take advantage of cheaper 
night rates for electricity] 
H23FA:          That’s  the  main  one  because  the  dishwasher  and  the 
washing machine are in the kitchen and they’re quite loud and Isaac’s 
room is above it. I don’t know if it would wake him, but we used to when 
[Emily] was in that room and it used to wake her. 
 
I: And a woken child is enough to stop you doing things. 
 
H23FA: Yeah. [laughter] 
 
H23MA: Yeah.  Absolutely right,  Marcus,  so  I’ll  pay the  extra 
money. “Let me sleep, please!” 
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Cost is not a primary motivator for everyone, thus cost based incentives should be 
offered in addition to other ECR strategies. Also potential savings should be presented in 
a form that makes them substantial enough to generate interest. 
Cost driven behaviour  illustrates the dynamic  and shifting nature of decision making; in 
a considered decision cost can be a strong motivator to reduce energy consumption ( 
e.g. after receiving a large bill) , but during the everyday actions which actually consume 
energy it is not as pressing a concern as the achievement of the goal. There is a strong 
correlation to Goal Framing theory here, where the individual generally only accesses the 
values and knowledge relevant to achieving a particular goal frame at that time.  
For design this has several opportunities, commitment strategies could be most effective 
when delivered to the householder just after a bill or direct debit increase. At this point 
the pressing concern is reducing the bill, and the householder will be keen to take action 
to do this. However, the real design challenge is to keep this focus on savings in the 
decision making frame while they are preforming the multitude of tasks which consume 
energy over an extended period of time. This requires the design to increase the 
mindfulness of the householder during these many, often habitual, activities.  The 
householder must be made aware of how they can reduce energy, and also be reminded 
regularly and at the moment of action. The alternative is for the design intervention to 
significantly change the nature of the interaction involved with the task so as to break 
with existing habits and user knowledge, or for the intervention to target high-
consumption/low-interaction tasks like setting heating programmers. 
As seen the concerns that drive behaviour are often too varied and numerous to 
categorically list or predict. Thus design interventions must take account of those we 
know, but also include the flexibility which will allow users to fit them into their own 
unique lives.  
3.4 Multiple Occupants 
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3.4.1 Different behaviours from different desires. 
I: And who would you say is the person who is going behind 
switching off lights and turning off things and…?  Is there anyone? 
 
H01FAc1: It’s Evie that doesn’t. 
 
H01FA: Evie always leaves lights on. 
 
H01Fc3: My bedroom light and the bathroom. 
 
H01FA: And the bathroom light.   So anybody who walks past 
switches her lights off. 
 
---------------------------------------------------- 
H01FA: Yeah we ought to be switching off and… 
 
I: Who is in…?  Sorry, go ahead. 
 
H01FA:         I was going to say we did have one of the devices on the 
television down here that switched everything off.  When you switched it 
off on the remote it switched it off at the wall, but then we had upsets 
because people had set programmes to record and they didn’t record 
because it was switched off at the wall.  So that wasn’t working for us. 
------------------------------------------------ 
H45FA: I did this morning – I hung them on a rack, yeah. 
 
I: And that’s a recent development since you got the space. 
 
H45FA:          I think it’s also retraining my husband because he would 
quite honestly take things out of the washing machine and put them in the 
tumble dryer irrespective of whether they needed it. No, you don’t agree?  
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No, I think particularly jeans would be the first thing. You’d take them 
and “Oh, I’ll just tumble dry them.” 
 
----------------------------------------------- 
It is inevitable that different individuals will behave in different ways according to their 
own practical knowledge and values, and this must be allowed for in the design of ECR 
interventions.  What is noteworthy is that the householders are often aware of this, and 
already make efforts to try and reduce the impact of the others behaviour, whether be it 
turning off lights after them or actively “retraining” them. This points towards the 
engagement of a “energy champion”  for household or particular practice. By 
empowering an individual within the household to act in a persuasive role (or even a 
coercive role, as the relationship dictates) , and supplying them with relevant information 
and prompts, it may be possible to effect change from within.   
What may provide some guidance for this approach is the effect of the group interview 
process itself, where the shared reflective nature to the discussion often made hitherto 
unknown behaviours visible to the rest of the family.  This is due to the fact that we very 
rarely reflect on the majority of our energy consuming actions, particularly through the 
lens of energy conservation. If a design intervention seeks to get occupants to actively 
and consciously change their behaviour then generating this reflective self-analysis is 
key. 
 
3.4.2 Comfort Gap. 
H38MA: Well no. For feeling comfortable no, its here and 
Caroline’s sat in my chair.  The only thing about this room – I feel it gets 
too hot. 
 
H38FA: But I like it hot. [laughter] 
 
H38MA: So that’s why I’m sat in a T-shirt and you’re sat with a 
sweater on. 
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H38MA: Well, I’m quite fastidious about heating in that I don’t 
like the thermostat to be too high, but that’s basically because the house I 
grew up in didn’t have central heating, so central heating’s actually quite 
still a bit of a novelty for me. But also one of my sets of grandparents did 
have central heating and they were always… My granddad would always 
be checking the thermostat. 
 
H38FA:          That’s a man thing. [laughter]. All the men in my family 
do that. 
 
H38MA: I know, but my gran would go in and turn it up to 22 
and then granddad would be coming along and turning it down to 
17 or something. 
 
H38FA: We do that. 
 
H38MA: Yeah, we do that. 
 
H38FA:          We do that because I turn it up and then he turns it 
down and then I turn it up and then he turns it down. But my dad 
was the same, my granddad was the same, your granddad was the 
same. I think it’s definitely a male / female thing. 
-------------------------------------------------- 
H28FA:          It’s  on  a  timer,  but  I  go  round  making  sure  because  
the thermostats are at a low level on each radiator and I just turn them off 
as necessary and that kind of thing. 
 
I:         And would you do that like during the day and in the evenings – 
like go and turn the radiators up and down or is that just kind of from time 
to time? 
 
H28FA:          It’s more from time to time. You know, if it gets colder 
they’ll get turned up and then I try to remember to turn them back down 
again. [chuckling] 
--------------------------------------------------- 
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H41MA: The thing is, like I say, 18 degrees in an house is plenty, 
ain’t it?  Do you know what I mean? 
 
H41FAc2: Yeah, we’re all cold and he’s really hot, so we have to 
turn it down. 
 
H41FA:          Yeah, but you know sometimes it makes me laugh. “Oh, 
it’s cold in here,” and we look at them and they’re sitting in T-shirts!  “Put 
a jumper on then!” 
 
H41MA: The trouble is I go through the hallway where the 
thermostat is and if I see it on 20 I have kittens, do you know what I 
mean? 
 
H41FA: Well who does that? 
 
H41MAc1: If he sees it on 19 it’s hot. [laughter].  It was 17 the 
other day. “Make sure it’s on 17.” 
 
H41MA: I don’t like to see it any more than 18. To my way of 
thinking that’s plenty adequate. 
 
I: You find it creeps up when you’re not around and you come 
back and see…  
 
H41MA: And you ask who’s put it on 20… 
 
H41FA: Nobody has…. 
This conflict over heating is very interesting in terms of effecting a change in behaviour 
and it raises several questions about control which are worth exploring in the 
development of design interventions. While it is tempting to target the occupant with the 
lowest temperature preferences as the bench mark for the entire home, to do so would be 
erroneous. As can be seen above, it is rarely this person who dictates the heating levels 
but rather the person with the highest temperature preferences. This relates to the level of 
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discomfort in being cold being greater than that of being too warm, particularly as it is 
easier to remove extra clothing than to get more.   
It seems more promising to facilitate those with the highest temperature preferences, 
while gradually nudging them towards a lower heating setting combined with more 
personal heating (i.e. jumpers, blankets, warm lighting etc.)  There is also scope to 
engage the person with the colder preference as a household champion to add an 
immediate normative influence. 
 
3.4.3 Conflicting Activities. 
H08FA: Yeah.  Yeah  because  when  our  friends  come  round  
we generally sit round here, don’t we, and we can have, yeah, a glass of 
wine or a meal or cups of coffee. Yeah, I think it’s definitely the kitchen. 
 
I: This is the place. 
 
H08FA: Yeah, okay. 
 
H08MA: Well we can’t get in the lounge because the kids are 
watching the telly. [laughter] 
------------------------------------------------ 
 
H45FA:          Yeah, yes. It’s more of a dining room, but we tend to eat 
more in here. We spend a lot of our time in here either to avoid him [son 
playing Xbox]  in there and then we’re all together in there sometimes as 
well. 
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H46FA2:        Oh yeah.   The reason we decided on moving in together 
was so that I could… you know, on the understanding I would have my 
own space anyway. So yeah, it’s nice to be able to kind of… and it 
gives these time for them to be on their own as well without me 
around.  So it works for all of us really. 
H46FA2: Well after they all leave in the morning I move into the sitting 
room for a few hours because it’s still warm from the telly being on. 
The design approach must allow for these hidden, compound behaviours. They are 
unpredictable in nature, but there must be a general flexibility within the design 
intervention(s) to allow for them.  
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3.5 Parenting and Children 
H01FA:          We’ve only recently got to the stage where we can  turn 
the landing light off at night because for a long time it was left on all 
night in case Evie got up to go to the toilet because she couldn’t reach 
the light switch.  There was a long time when Liam was little that we 
didn’t switch it off at night because he needed a light on on the landing. 
 
H01fc3: I only like the light until I’m asleep. When I’m asleep dad 
comes up and switches it off, I know that. 
------------------------------------------ 
I: Do you feel guilty using tumble dryer? 
 
H01FAc1: But it’s faster. 
 
H01FA: Yeah, but …. 
 
H01FAc1: If I don’t do it now it won’t be ready in time. 
 
H01FA: That’s right.  Liam needs his PE kit for tomorrow.  It’s 
got to be dry. 
-------------------------------------- 
H18MA: It’s quite hard to be conscious of the energy you use 
when you’ve got young children. 
 
I: Of course, yeah. 
 
H18MA: We constantly have the washing machine on; in the 
winter we have to use the tumble dryer to dry things off.  
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-------------------------------------------------- 
H18FA:          And because the children smashed the lamp in the lounge. 
[laughter]. Yeah, I guess it’s… You know, although to anybody else 
we’ve lived here quite a long time, actually because everything happens 
very slowly with children around 
 
The energy impact is not just related to tasks preformed just for children, there is also a 
knock on effect in the amount of time and energy left for other tasks. This is of primary 
concern to any intervention seeking to introduce new behaviours or increased 
mindfulness of energy saving, as there is very little time left for any other concerns 
aside from the job of parenting. Any successful intervention will have to allow for this, 
and if possible either reduce the workload load or, at a minimum, add very little to it. 
This does not mean that behaviours can’t be changed, be it totally or partially, but that 
any changes must clearly demonstrate their worth and justify any extra time, while 
facilitating the needs of the family.    
 
H18FA: When you’ve been sitting here with the children for an hour 
doing something at the table you think “Oh, the TV’s still on in the other 
room!” I’m always forgetting. 
--------------------------------------------- 
 I: So do you find that the kids obviously drive a lot of your time 
and activities and weekends? 
  
 H10MA: Pretty much, yeah.  Mornings, afternoons, evenings. 
3.5.1 Children’s Health 
H10FA:  Even last week they were 27 degrees in the evenings 
last week. 
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I: Have you a thermostat in there? 
 
H10FA:          We’ve got like a baby thermometer and it sort of tells you 
when it’s uncomfortable – different colours and that and it was 27 
degrees in there last week in the evenings, so... 
 
I: Was that a concern for you when you had the boys, to get that 
thermometer in there to keep it constant? 
 
H10MA: Only when they were babies because a baby’s 
temperature is supposed to be theoretically 20 and below. 
 
H10FA:  We started off with Ewan in the room above the garage. 
 
H10MA: Which is really unreasonably cold. 
 
H10FA:          And it wasn’t carpeted and we found that it was getting 
down to 12 degrees at night in there, so we felt that was a little bit too 
cold, so we’ve since had that room carpeted and then it was still not 
fantastic in there. So we’ve moved him out of there and that’s sort of 
now the spare room and study.  But of course if he’s sitting there for a 
long time it can get quite cool.  But as I say, that’s the coldest room in 
the house.  So we’ve sort of moved the boys, but now of course in the 
summer it’s phenomenally hot where they are, so it’s like you can’t win. 
 
Interestingly, several of the parents of young children used temperature sensitive baby 
monitors with ambient displays in the children’s rooms.  These seem to be consulted 
regularly and cause action to be taken by the parents, in contrast to the literature 
regarding standard domestic energy monitors.  It seems to imply that where there is 
strong motivation (i.e. parental concern) feedback devices do generate action as they 
enable and support the individual to realise it. In design terms, this means that feedback 
without motivation is unlikely to have any effect, or conversely, where feedback is to be 
used that it is imperative to generate motivation through persuasive means (i.e. 
leveraging norms, fixed action patterns, etc.). 
H38FA:          And I think also last winter because it was so bad we 
actually had several nights where we had the heating on all the time, 
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even overnight. If it was just the two of us we would never have done 
that, but because Louis’ room is just so cold we had to keep it on. 
 
I: Hmmm. What would you have done then without Louis? 
 
H38FA:          We would have just… Well, it doesn’t bother us. We’re 
quite happy, but in Louis’ room because of the situation of his room and 
the weather we didn’t have much of a choice really. We had to do it 
because his room was about 12 degrees without it on and that’s too cold. 
12 or 13 degrees wasn’t it? 13 I think 
H18FA:          Yeah. Like, you know, we have to have the lights on and 
we have to do the laundry. That’s the unavoidable, you know. I 
remember Linda saying something about that in their house they just 
wash their hands in cold water, but I can’t really be washing the 
children in cold water. [laughter and cross talking]. Do you know what I 
mean – there’s things that you kind of think while they’re little, you 
know, they do get cold easily and that kind of thing, so we can’t just all 
put on extra jumpers.  
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I: Would that have been something in the past that you would 
have done when it was just the two of you – putting on a jumper before 
you would put on the heating? 
 
H18FA:          Yeah. I mean our flat in Glasgow, I mean the living 
room was really pretty cold, so I would spend a lot of the time just 
through in the kitchen at the other end of the flat and a lot of the time in 
the winter we just didn’t really use the living room and if you did you sat 
on the sofa on a blanket with another blanket around you and a hot water 
bottle, you know. So, you know, we’d just choose. That sort of thing. 
------------------------------------------------------- 
I: So you’ve adjusted to this level that you keep the house at. 
 
H11MA: Yeah. 
 
H11FA:  And also we had one occasion when he was little. We 
were in Bath at the time. He had tonsillitis quite often and one of 
the doctors what he said is, you know, “You keep heating quite a 
lot in the day, you’re taking him out, he’s exposed to really cold 
weather and that’s one of the reasons he may be having tonsillitis 
so often and a high temperature.”  So we then tried to keep to a 
certain level and surely it did work. It did work trying to, you 
know, not leave the heating on all the time. 
 
This illustrates two important features of behaviour change; firstly while comfort or thrift 
may have been strong motivations originally they were superseded and over-ruled by a 
far stronger parental duty. Secondly it shows the importance of the messenger in that 
most of the parents had received advice on heating levels from their GP or health 
service provider, in both cases respected experts. 
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3.6 Social Norms 
  
 H01FA: I think we’re probably about average. 
  
H01MA: From stuff you see on the news and things like that. 
 
 H01FA:          When  the  budget  comes  round  and  they  say  the  
average family will be spending… or, you know, they’re putting gas 
prices up and they say the average family’s bill will increase from such 
and such to such and such, we’re usually about ballpark. 
------------------------------ 
H10FA:         Because our bills aren’t that extortionate…  They’re high 
enough, but because we know that we’re still below average, then there 
is a little bit of leeway in there and, like I say, its comfort and 
convenience over cost. 
It would appear that social norms regarding average national energy consumption 
should only be leveraged with householders who are significantly above average in their 
consumption. In this situation the normative drive is strong and can be enhanced 
through supporting feedback and information.  
For households who are already at or below national average consumption levels social 
norms can be still be leveraged but using different metrics and classifications. For 
example, instead of comparing use to the population at large it could be compared to 
those in your area, or to other “energy champions” etc. 
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H01MA:        I think we’re a lot earlier switching our heating off in the 
spring and a lot later switching our heating back on on the timer in the 
autumn than some other people we know. 
----------------------------------------- 
I: And do you think, Lorraine, that you would be prepared… or 
how far do you think you’d be prepared to go to make changes to the 
family lifestyle for the sake of energy? 
 
H40FA:          Again I suppose I would to a certain extent.  It’s quite 
interesting because sort of saying, you know, “Do you feel like you’re 
alone in saving energy?” because sometimes like you’re willing and you 
want to save energy, but then it gets to that certain point where you think 
“Well, I’m not going to go that extra way because nobody else is 
interested, so why should I really put myself out and make life hard 
when nobody else cares and is just carrying on sort of like obviously 
using loads of energy and so forth?”  So I don’t know.  There is a line I 
think, yeah. 
Social norms can also be leveraged in terms other than energy consumption, and can be 
used to drive specific energy behaviours. This could be analogous to the man digital 
platforms already in existence i.e. Facebook updates; “Joe Bloggs has Switched the 
heating off for the summer”, or Amazon - “Four people in your area singed up to the 
10kWh Week Challenge” 
3.7 Time  
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 I:         Say like if we were going to try any devices or things to 
implement changes in your behaviours and your routines, would you say 
then that that’s fairly… well yeah, it’s actually quite difficult to make 
changes in your life and your routines? 
  
 H01FA:          I think the routines can change provided there is time in 
the day to do that.  If the routine then requires more effort in order to 
save electricity or whatever, then it’s going to be difficult to get that into 
our busy lifestyle. 
  
------------------------------------- 
 H01FA:          I mean using the tumble drier instead of putting it on the 
washing line is either laziness or lack of time.  I don’t think “I can’t 
afford to do this.”  I think “This is not very green. I ought not to be 
doing this because of the poor polar bears who have got no icecap left to 
live on.” 
  
  
 H01FAc1: If I don’t do it now it won’t be ready in time. 
  
 H01FA: That’s right.  Liam needs his PE kit for tomorrow.  It’s 
got to be dry. 
-------------------------------------- 
 H10FA:          I’d love to do a lot more, but we just don’t have the time. 
Sort of with running a house as well and all the jobs to do, like we just 
don’t get them done in the evenings so it’s like we’ve knocked into the 
weekends and by the time we’ve done swimming, we’ve done this, 
we’ve done that it’s like “Okay, it’s Sunday evening and it’s back to 
work tomorrow.” 
------------------------------------------------------- 
H23FA:          Yeah, it would actually. I know I wouldn’t be able to use 
the tumble drier, so don’t tell me anything about that. [laughter and cross 
talking]. The tumble dryer’s fantastic –obviously not in the summer, but 
in the winter time because Isaac will go through 2 or 3 outfits of clothes 
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a day. And the dishwasher really because I haven’t got time to wash. 
You know, it’s quite… To have to stack everything and get it out of the 
way… So that’s really useful, isn’t it? 
 
-------------------------------------- 
H38FA: I think sometimes I probably could walk more than I 
do, but it’s time pressure. 
Like sometimes I come home after work before picking up Louis from 
nursery and really the nursery’s only there, but it takes me 25 minutes or 
20 minutes to walk there versus it just takes me like 5 minutes to drive. 
 
------------------------------------ 
H08FA: Hmm, but we probably don’t do enough. I’m aware that 
it does but, you know, when we turn the thermostat up a bit do we 
really… You know, we put the tumble dryer on because we’ve been late 
washing clothes and they need it for school. Do we really think about the 
amount? Probably not. 
H42FA:          Yeah, you’re not sure that if you do something from one 
point of view whether it does have an effect and is it actually making 
a difference. So I think it would be good to get some pointers, even if 
it was just like, you know, something you picked up in the library and 
you could look at and something you could implement quite easily at 
home because I think it’s that thing of being… well not even cash rich 
and time poor. You might have the money to make some changes, but 
you just don’t have the time to implement them at all. 
The success of any intervention strategy will be based on how well it aligns with the 
limited amount of time the occupants have.  Any intervention which can actually save 
users time is likely to be very well received, particularly if it can also reduce the cost of 
energy to the house hold.  Conversely, any intervention with is more time consuming, or 
requires a significant amount of time to learn to use is unlikely to gain a foothold in their 
busy lives.  However, there are indications that an intervention which could achieve 
substantial savings, or even provided a high degree of enjoyment to the family may be 
accepted even if it is time consuming in nature.  
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Another aspect of time pressure is its intractable nature; occupants often have no 
choice but to do something in the shortest possible time regardless of its energy 
consumption. Any intervention should be careful not to punish or disallow these events 
as it will lead to a negative user response.  
 
3.8 Theories of How Things Work. 
H18MA: That’s why don’t have doors in this room and we tend 
to leave the doors in the lounge open and obviously the hallway…. in 
theory it should mean the heat rises, but it doesn’t quite seem to do that. 
 
 
H41MA: Yeah, but the thing is, you see, with thermostatic 
radiator valves it’s like that thermostat in the hallway really we don’t 
need that really. Because that was in when we first put the heating in, 
but with thermostatic radiator valves, like I say, you can control them 
The technical systems and dynamics of energy in the home are often very complex and 
getting even more so, and they often require an understanding beyond the tacit 
knowledge gleaned by most.  There is a real need for the provision of easily 
understandable explanations of these systems, however the variation involved is 
enormous so to do so will be challenging. In addition, this information needs to be 
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packaged in such form that occupants will actually look at and understand it, and so 
might best be bundled into a central feedback or control portal. 
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4 Continuous Domestic Flux and the Role of Energy Conservation 
4.1 Changing Circumstances; Changing Motivations 
 
H23FA:  I think we both, don’t we, prefer the character of an 
older house. 
 
H23MA: Yeah, without a doubt. 
 
H23MA: But it was freezing in winter in the older house. You’d 
sit there with socks, gloves, anything you could get your hands on, you 
know, to keep your feet warm The rooms [in a modern house] I suppose 
are more sort of adaptable for modern living, aren’t they, really because 
they’re squarer. Although you’ve got lack of character it’s a little more 
practical really. 
 
H23FA: Yes. This is good for now with the young children, but 
we’re not intending it to be forever. 
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H10MA: Yeah, I remember when I was growing up at home, 
because you didn’t necessarily have central heating, when you went up 
to your room you were putting a 2 bar fire on and having extra jumpers 
on.  Now it’s a modern, centrally heated home; all the rooms are 
comfortable.  That’s a big difference for those 2 growing up upstairs 
because  they’ll never know the fact that the living room is where 
everybody huddles round the fire. 
4.2 Babies and Young Children 
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H18MA: And there’s no two ways about it since we’ve only got 
one source of income. The cost of living has risen dramatically.  
 
H18FA:          Yeah and just other things like the cost of food. So yeah, 
although we’d made a conscious decision to sort of stretch ourselves in 
terms of buying the house, a lot of other things have changed over the 
last year and a half, haven’t they, that have made it more difficult. 
H10MA:        Yeah, I think if you want to go back a couple of years to 
kind  of  if  you  were  thinking  about  environmental,  then  we  had,  
for example, washable nappies. So then you’ve got the argument of 
right, you’re not landfill, but then you’ve just plugged your washing 
machine in at least once a day.  Where’s the saving?  If you’re going to 
do a complete balance, where is the saving? 
 This period brings with it a significant change of context which generates new forms of 
behaviour with lasting impacts and, as such, is an extremely promising space to 
develop new sustainable behaviours.  It is widely acknowledged that most new parents 
are financially stretched while also struggling to learn all the skills that their new role 
demands. If a suitable intervention approach could be found to support both of these 
needs, while enhancing the wellbeing of child and parents it would likely find a receptive 
audience.  
If a parent is regularly at home during the day with a young child or children, and 
generally occupying one space or floor there is scope for localising energy 
consumption in the form of heating, lighting, etc. through some form of intuitive zonal 
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control. This could integrate into existing safety driven zonal controls like stair-gates or 
could be a standalone or smart control.  
4.3 Emerging Independence, Routines and Dispersion 
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The routines that emerge at this point form a pattern that continues for many years. 
While obviously changing and developing over time, there would seem to be a strong 
habitual element to much of the behaviours as parents seek to streamline the energy 
consuming activities of house as much as possible. Many mothers reported completing 
a huge number of tasks every morning and evening in regular routinized fashion, and 
while many of these are considered necessities for family living (e.g. laundry, 
dishwasher, etc.) there may be scope to make some energy reductions or reschedule 
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some tasks in a way that shifts energy demand in a more balanced way. These changes 
need to be supported through reminders and persuasive information in an effort to form 
them into lasting habits.   
In many ways this is the period when many families are most aligned in their actions and 
most likely to communicate freely and spend time together. As evidenced by the GTKY 
interviews children are able to take in and contribute to family discussions and 
behaviours to an increasing extent. They are also more likely to become active agents of 
change if engaged in an appropriate manner and could also act as energy behaviour 
champions (and energy waste police). Whether parents would welcome this role and its 
accompanying “pester power” is open for further exploration, but it is likely that positive 
change coming from within the family unit would be a powerful force. 
In families at this stage any information or feedback driven intervention strategy should 
seek to include the entire family unit. There was a strong awareness in many of the 
participants that this was a very formative period for the children, and many were keen 
to engage their children in environmental and energy awareness issues. In addition 
there was a feeling of environmental custodianship with some of the participants; a 
desire to take action that would be strengthened were the children to encourage it.  
These are strong motivations that would require guidance and information on how they 
could be realised, while providing a tangible level of positive reinforcement and 
feedback on actions already taken.
4.4 Teenagers, Adolescents, and the emergence of Independent Consumers. 
H41FAc2: I’m basically the same as you because …. 
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H41FA: Yeah, but when you come in, Melissa, you go in your 
bedroom. Look what I have to do! That’s the difference. 
 
H05FA: But if you were here you are actually a gross consumer 
because the bills went down dramatically [when you moved out]. 
 
H05FAc1: That’s my hair straighteners. 
 
H05FA:   And hairdryer. 
I: What would you say energy means for you?  Is it survival then 
or…? 
 
H01FAc1:      No, it’s not survival.  I could live in the woods, catch my 
own food, I could do that, but I know a lot of people couldn’t.   But for 
me it meant a lot when I was living on my own. Like I watched my 
money and I made sure we had electric on, but now I’m living back here 
I pay my £20 a week rent and that’s it, I don’t think about it. 
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It seems difficult to specifically engage older teenagers directly in RECBs, and is 
perhaps best done through a family wide umbrella  intervention strategy. However such 
a strategy must allow for the different habitation patterns they practice, particularly their 
desire for personal space. One potential route is to empower them as house hold 
champions, and while it is probably true that they like to tell their parents what to do, 
engaging them into any activity seems tricky and would need to be developed further.    
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5 Reduced Energy Consumption Behaviours (RECBs) 
5.1 Switching Off 
I: And how willing or easy do you think it would be to make 
changes in your lifestyle if you were to try and become more 
environmental? 
 
H28FA: I’d certainly try. I think we’ve tried to put a couple of 
things in place – things like when we go to bed we make sure we 
switch the telly off at the wall and that kind of thing. It’s not 
everything that gets switched off at the wall, but there’s a few 
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things we try and switch off at the wall after we’ve finished 
using them – like the cooker and that kind of thing. 
--------------------------- 
H30FA:          I’ve been making an effort to turn the lights off more 
because it’s something I’m not very good at. In fact, I noticed  my 
electricity bill has gone down for about the past three quarters compared 
to the year before and that was just me and Freya living here. So 
something’s made a difference. 
---------------------------- 
H33FA:          Yeah, I kind of think of heat. But then I said that and I 
think one of the big things I’m always saying to the children is “Why 
are all the lights on in this house!” [laughter and cross talking] and I go 
round switching all the lights off. 
------------------------- 
H41MA: They’re all energy saving things and also like we used 
to… we used to like the television…  Because like you can appreciate 
the plug’s in the wall and we’ve got an extension lead with like 4 
sockets and because everything used to be plugged into the wall, .. So 
you’d got all the plugs in there and because before they used to go into 
the wall sort of thing, we couldn’t, you know, we could get to it, but like 
we didn’t really bother. 
 
H41FAc2: It’s like they’d got to be all on or all off. 
 
H41MA: Yeah. So what do you do?  You put your telly on 
standby, but now there’s a little stick there… [pointing at a stick used to 
reach the socket switch] 
 
I: And do you use it? 
 
H41MA: Oh yeah, yeah. We make a point of  it. 
------------------------------------- 
H09MA:        And we’ve picked up on, you know, this thing with the 
standby, all the televisions on standby and actual electricity use and 
we’ve got… I got a device to turn off… Didn’t we tell you about it 
before, didn’t we?  I’ve got a remote that’ll turn off the plugs at the 
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sockets to stop the television, the computer and the stereo being on 
standby all sort of night and we quite religiously will turn that off. 
These switching off practices and “tours” were fairly common among the participants, 
but without further monitoring it is difficult to ascertain their impact on energy 
consumption. What is notable about them is that they display a concerted effort to try 
and reduce energy consumption through waste. This motivation to act could perhaps be 
redirected to other energy wastage which might have a higher impact, for example 
closing windows while the heat is on. Such transference of intent could be achieved 
through suitably framed information and prompts 
Notably, devices which provided a sensory indication of being on or on standby elicit 
more attention, this relevant not just product design but for any intervention targeting 
standby. 
  It would also appear that there are a number of major causes of not switching off 
appliances; these include forgetfulness, unintended changes in activity, proximity to 
switches, and convenience (or laziness) and a desire for continuity.   Design can 
address many of these issues through a number of different avenues; for example 
forgetfulness could be targeted through reminders or alerts, or through smart sensing 
and automation.  Proximity can be targeted through remote control and through 
situating interventions in appropriate locations that tie into existing routines, i.e. a bed 
side “eco-switch”. Any such centralised or automatic intervention would need specific 
hardware to be developed and distributed to effect the switching-off,  
5.2 Energy Frugality 
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H33FA:          I guess I’m more bothered about that. So if I’ve got a 
cake to make or I’ve got vegetables to roast I do it at the same time as 
I’m doing something else. I’m really quite particular I guess about not 
putting more water in the kettle than you actually need and I get really 
annoyed when my brother comes round, for example, and he just fills the 
kettle up! [laughter] I find it really difficult not to say “How many 
people are having a drink?” and I’m always switching the kettle off at 
the mains. 
------------------------------ 
H39FA:         We think very carefully about putting the heating on, 
which is partly for sustainability, but it’s also partly the cost as well. 
We’re rather skin-flint. 
---------------------- 
H40FA:  I think they go through top tips of sort of saving 
energy and one of them was like don’t boil the kettle, walk away and do 
something else and then come back and re-boil it.  And I think they 
were showing that and had about 5 more cyclists on the re-boil, you 
know, and now I never do that, which was one of my bad habits and 
now I’m very conscious of it.  So I always like hang around and make 
sure I make my cuppa without getting distracted. 
---------------------------- 
H08FA: I do press the eco button on the new washing machine 
we’ve got. It’s got an eco-button, so I press that. 
 
H08MA:        Yeah, I suppose that’s a good example of the sort of thing 
we do. We like buy a device that has an eco-button without necessarily 
knowing what on earth the eco button did. 
There a number of factors needed to introduce energy frugality behaviours into the 
house hold; awareness and understanding of the impact of the energy use, knowledge 
of more efficient practices, and the mindfulness and foresight to implement these. While 
design intervention could seek to build these elements into different behaviours around 
appliance use through situated informational and/or other means, the major challenge is 
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providing the right advice to the right people at the right time. Each family has its own 
practices relating to different appliances and each are seeking a different result, it thus 
becomes difficult to provide very specific useful information. However it is possible to 
provide more general appliance related guidelines but these must tap into the user’s 
motivations at the right moment to affect behaviour.  
5.3 Monitoring Use  
H05MA:          [speaking about plug-in energy monitor] I think what it 
is, it changed our behaviour initially because you were constantly 
keeping an eye on it and then after 2 or 3 weeks for some reason it got 
buried behind a fruit bowl and if it wasn’t there showing you , you just 
took your eye off  it and forgot about it. 
------------------------- 
H01MA:        A little while back we bought one of those meters 
that goes on the mains electricity so we could see how much 
electricity was being used and that was quite interesting because 
you could see what was soaking up… you know, big peaks. 
 --------------------------------- 
H11FA:          Yeah, we’ve got a smart meter. So things that [put it up], 
you know, I can show him. “Look, you have been in shower this long.” 
You know, when he’s in the shower I can say “Look, this is going red.”  
--------------------------------- 
H37MA:        I do keep an eye on it because they give you fancy graphs 
now on the bill, the data, so I can do some comparison there and if 
things are going northwards I’d want to know why.  I’d look at it, yeah 
-------------------------------- 
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H05FA: However, I did an experiment of having a shower and 
putting the plug in and there’s actually very little difference. [cross 
talking]. 
 
I: Have you got a little monitor thing?  A little energy monitor 
thing was it? 
 
H05FA: No, literally I did just put the bath plug in to see what 
happens when you have a shower and there’s no difference. 
5.4 Seeking Alternatives 
H01FA:          So  there  are  things  like  we  have changed from having 
that monitor – that when we’re cooking vegetables we don’t heat the 
water in the pan, we heat  it in the kettle because it takes the same energy 
but for a very short period of time. 
--------------------------------- 
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H45MA: Well, one thing recently – we’ve not been using the 
tumble dryer.  Because we’ve got the spare bedrooms we’ve got space to 
dry out clothes without them sort of being around the house too much 
------------------------------- 
H05FA: [changes made from having an energy monitor] I do. I 
do. I will heat drinks up in the microwave now rather than put the kettle 
on.  
Where there is a motivation to reduce the amount of energy consumed, the provision of 
a range of low energy alternatives to prominent behaviours is a key enable of RECBs. 
Such comparative information is not readily available to householders and should be 
provided in a concise accessible form.  
5.5 Structural Changes and New Appliances 
I:         And did you make any changes in your behaviour after that or 
have you made any changes even aside from that to try and reduce the 
amount of energy you use, or is it a factor that doesn’t need like to be 
thought about that much even? 
 
H23FA: We’ve bought a better heater, a more efficient heater. 
 
H23MA:        Yeah, a  more  efficient  heater,  one  with  a  proper 
thermostat that works for the office. 
--------------------------------- 
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H38MA: Yeah. When we bought the appliances for the house 
we tried to go for ones which had a good energy rating – like the 
fridge, like the washing machine. I think the cooker was as well; it had 
quite a good energy rating. 
------------------------------ 
 H41MA: We’ve gone a long way. Like I say, we’ve gone a long 
way sort of thing. When we did the front room it was like energy saving 
bulbs sort of thing, you know, because… I know like in here obviously 
it’s bright enough, you know, but it could… Like for example, the old 
lighting used to be similar to that. That’s obviously different to what we 
used to have, but we were sort of like running 40 watt bulbs, do you 
know what I mean, so you’ve got 200 watts there, but them bulbs there 
just on their own they’re 5 watts each, so you’ve got 25 as opposed to 
200.  
------------------------------------ 
I: Okay. What sort of things have you done? 
 
H05MA: Insulation  and all  that  sort  of  thing.  We did look at  
solar photovoltaic tiles, but they’re not suitable for this house. 
--------------------------------- 
H08FA:          And actually to be fair… Because our washing machine 
broke so we had to buy a new washing machine and, to be fair, we did 
look at the energy ratings of them. So we did look at the energy rating on 
the new one and we ended up buying one that was £100 more than the 
one that we’d chosen largely because it had a better energy rating and 
also the programmes were shorter. So when you looked at the running 
cost it did influence us 
 
The act of purchasing these improved technologies is a behaviour in itself, albeit one 
with often only a single instance, and is subject to the same factors that drive other 
behaviours.  As such it can be promoted through intervention in the same way, though 
in many case the contextual barriers, such as lack of money, may be insurmountable 
even when motivation is aligned.  
Furthermore these technical acquisitions generally will not solve the problem alone and 
will still require the introduction of more sustainable behaviours to further reduce 
energy consumption to the requisite levels.  
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6 Drivers of Reduced Energy Consumption Behaviours (RECBs) 
6.1 Introduction  
6.2 Cost 
H01MA:        We do actually because we did a… Funds are a bit tight at 
the moment so we actually checked how much money we’re spending 
on each item  and  we’re  spending  about  £2000  a  year  on  energy  for  
gas  and electricity. 
 -------------------------------------- 
H18FA: So it is quite hard to feel empathy sometimes to saving 
energy other than for the sake of saving money. 
 
I: For the immediate impact. 
 
H18MA: Yeah. So that’s the main driver – it’s probably to save 
money I think. We are conscious of it, but the reality is… 
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H18FA: No, I think largely it’s money. Yeah, as I say, I would like to be 
sort of I guess more environmentally friendly, but… 
--------------------------------------- 
H23MA:        Well, it’s the ability to run the appliances really and to 
keep warm. I think especially now you’re certainly more aware that 
when you have the heating on it’s costing you, whereas before you never 
really used to think about it. I suppose it wasn’t on very often and plus 
when you had two full incomes coming to the house it really didn’t 
matter and was a very small element of your overall income anyway. 
---------------------------------------- 
H45FA:          Yeah, definitely having spent years in my life with 
not lots of money and saving money and conserving heat and various 
other things it’s actually, I think, really important. You know, you can 
find a way of drying clothes without using a tumble dryer when there’s 
heat coming out of radiators. 
 
The impact of energy cost are felt especially by families with young children, this is 
compound by the fact usually one parent has stopped working with the arrival of the 
child and is now spending a lot more time at home. This lead to a significantly reduced 
income combined with increased energy bills.  Furthermore new parents have so much 
on their plate that it can be difficult take energy reduction in to account while trying to 
fulfil their new parental role. This could point to a pre-natal design intervention strategy, 
which could seek to raise awareness and institute new reduced energy consumption 
behaviours prior the birth of a new child.  Obviously this is a difficult problem space to 
gain a foothold in and such an intervention approach would have to be extremely 
engaging to gain a positive response.   
 
 
H39FA:         We think very carefully about putting the heating 
on, which is partly for sustainability, but it’s also partly the cost as 
well. We’re rather skin-flint. 
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H39MA: Yeah. And of course then the lights that some 
people leave on and don’t turn off when they leave the room and 
then the machines that might still be on that’s in some room. 
 
The nature of how this financial motivation expresses itself is a key concern for any intervention 
strategy. It would appear that it varies across the sample, with some self-described “skin flints” 
claiming to be conscious of expenditure all the time and taking appropriate action on an on-
going basis, whereas others would admit to receiving a rude awaking with the quarterly bill. 
This range of awareness and positive action requires different design approaches, or at least a 
design approach which supports both continuous action and more infrequent but dramatic 
energy reduction.  
H18MA: I think we sort of get a wake-up call every 3 to 4 months 
when we see the bills. 
We pay by direct debit and it’s changed a few times I think. When we 
first arrived obviously the previous family had used a lot more energy 
than we did, or I thought they did. 
 ---------------------------------------------- 
H23MA:        Well it just went up from we were paying £35 a month 
each for gas and electric and we went with the electric then up to £80 a 
month because we just… 
  
 I: Combined? 
  
 H23MA:        So I think it’s a combination of having a young baby, plus 
a very cold winter, plus me doing an awful lot of work from home and 
the bills just went through the roof really. 
  
 I: Uh-huh, shot up. 
  
 H23MA: Yeah, very much so. 
  
 I:         And were you aware of it as it happened or did you just get hit 
with an annual, at the end of the year kind of “You’re this much off “ 
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 H23FA: I think we knew we were using a lot. 
  
 H23MA: But it didn’t really hit home until they said 
“Actually…” 
  
 H23FA: No and then when you get the bill you think… 
  
 H23MA: Yeah, [that’s the moment]. 
  
 H23FA: Yeah, definitely. [chuckling]. 
  
 H23MA: It’s like “This surely can’t be right! Check the meter. 
Oh, they’re right.” [laughter]. 
  
 H23MA: “What have we been doing?” 
------------------------------------------ 
I: Was there something that prompted you to think about that? 
 
H28FA:          We had a huge electricity bill. Well it was huge for us and 
I phoned up and said “There’s got to be something wrong with this!” and 
“What else can we do?” and the guy suggested that we switch things off 
at the wall. Actually the bill was wrong, [laughter], but, you know, even 
so we thought “We’ll give it a go,” and we were really good for quite a 
few years and it’s only been the last year really I suppose it’s really kind 
of petered off a bit. 
 
The dramatic impact caused by increased bills is a very strong prompt to engage in REC 
behaviour and should be fully utilised by any design approach. It could lend itself to an 
intensive “energy boot-camp” approach where occupants could be engaged into a 
whole series of actions involving target setting and commitment strategies. It is crucial 
that the durational aspect of these activities are maintained through prompting and 
support, as otherwise it is likely they will fall away as the impact of the bill is lessened in 
time.   
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Such as cost focused approach requires the use of significant and meaningful metrics 
to sufficiently engage users. For example, it is unlikely that users will be motivated not 
to use the oven to heat their dinner if promised a saving 7.3p by using the microwave. 
Extensive user testing of any cost centred metrics is required to ascertain what is 
meaningful to participants. 
6.3 Efficient Design 
 
H23MA: Yeah, very much so. If we had the opportunity to build 
our own place… 
 
H23FA: Hmm, you’d love to do that, wouldn’t you? 
 
H23MA:        Yeah, I would do. [cross talking]. But yeah, the driving 
force for that [for me] would be to get a property that is pretty much self 
sustaining because I remember going to see some architects, a client of 
ours, to design a building and we had like a central sink for the air. So it 
would draw the air in from outside and either heat or cool the air and 
you had vents and a ventilation system within the building and they’d 
just draw it through. You know, very, very low energy cost. It’s just the 
movement of air and just, you know, expansion and sort of cooling of 
the air really. 
 
I: And is it the financial efficiency of it that appeals to you or is it 
just the elegance]that you’re not… 
 
H23MA:        Yes, it’s  the  concept.  Yeah, I like the idea of the 
workings of it. You weren’t quite so keen on the reed bed system, were 
you, for the sewage treatment. [Laughter and cross talking]… I like the 
idea of it just to see what else we can use to try and sort of cut down the 
energy use really.  
H08FA:          And actually to be fair… Because our washing machine 
broke so we had to buy a new washing machine and, to be fair, we did 
look at the energy ratings of them. So we did look at the energy rating on 
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the new one and we ended up buying one that was £100 more than the 
one that we’d chosen largely because it had a better energy rating and 
also the programmes were shorter. So when you looked at the running 
cost it did influence us. So we paid £100 more for that washing machine 
because the washing cycle was shorter and we looked at the overall 
cost… You know, it gives you an overall cost of running and that one 
was £48 and the other one was £102 over 2 years, so we thought, you 
know, you’re paying £100 more but actually within 2 years you’ve 
broken even and you’ve got a more efficient machine 
While this may not be a universal motivation in any terms, it does seem relevant to the 
desire to engage with any new design intervention.  Accordingly, the workings and 
reasoning behind such interventions should be made accessible to the user to appeal to 
this motivation. Obviously such an explanation is required in addition for a number of 
other reasons, such as ensuring proper use,
6.4 Environmental Concern 
H33FA:          Yeah because I do kind of buy into the idea that we all 
live on this planet, that it’s loaned to us and we care for it and I have 
children who are going to live beyond my years and I want them to have 
an environment that they enjoy. 
------------------------------ 
H05FA: I don’t do it for those reasons though. You do. I mean I 
was always brought up with a family that did that sort of thing. 
 
H05fca1: That’s like grandma’s only doing it for money. 
[laughter and cross talking]. 
 
H05FA:          No, there’s a difference between photovoltaics and 
recycling and composting and doing all those things that have been 
taken as granted because that’s what my mum did in the ‘60s. 
 
I: For ecological reasons therefore. 
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H05FA: Hmm, yeah. 
------------------------------------ 
[Speaking about personal effect on environment] 
H09MA:        I think my idea’s probably you don’t know whether you 
individually will actually have an effect, but if you don’t do anything, 
then you know for certain that you’re not going to have any affect at all, 
are you, and you’re just not going to be… I think on our own it’s 
probably… You know, it’s going to need a lot of people… You sort of 
hear these stories about people not getting involved in recycling and you 
kind of think “Well, why would people have that attitude?” and, you 
know. I mean we’re quite conservative with electricity in that we try not 
to use… We look for energy saving devices and we look… And I can’t 
understand why people wouldn’t do that, but I suppose you do realise 
people are lazy I suppose, aren’t they, and it’s an effort and… 
----------------------------------- 
H01FA:          I mean using the tumble drier instead of putting it on the 
washing line is either laziness or lack of time.  I don’t think “I can’t 
afford to do this.”  I think “This is not very green. I ought not to be 
doing this because of the poor polar bears who have got no icecap left to 
live on.” 
While environmental concern appears not be a very strong motivating REC behaviour at 
the moment it should not be disregarded. It is an issue which will likely continue to grow 
in relevance over time, as has a permanence that financial motivations do not always 
sustain. It may be possible to strengthen environmental concern through persuasive 
design by the provision of information and the leveraging of norms and parental 
concern. However it should not be the primary design focus but rather a supporting or 
optional path of engagement as it remains an intangible concept for many. 
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6.5 Upbringing 
I: And H40FA you were talking about your parents having a 
very frugal I suppose in terms of energy use and having the house cold 
and things like that.  Do you find that that could impact on the way 
you’d consider making changes to reducing your amount of energy or do 
you think it would make you more willing or less willing? 
 
H40FA:          I don’t know.  Neither really.  I don’t think I’d be less 
willing.  I’ve obviously been brought up sort of conscious of all those 
things, but I haven’t rebelled and gone the opposite way. 
-------------------------------------- 
H41MA:  But yeah, going back to the energy side of things, I 
think… The energy side of things I think with myself it’s sort of 
stemmed from my parents sort of thing. You know, like your parents 
always used to tell you “Turn the lights out,” do you know what I mean?  
I tell these but I’d say not so much, but I used to tell the kids to turn the 
lights out when they’d finished because you can imagine in a house 
this size, you know, it used to look like Blackpool illuminations, do 
you know what I mean? 
------------------------------- 
I: What is the main motivation to do those changes?  Is it a 
general worry about CO2 emissions and all that or is it…? 
 
H05FA: It’s the way I’ve always been I think, yeah. 
------------------------------------ 
H40FA: Grew up sort of being very conscious, yeah.  But not 
because it was a waste of energy, because it cost money.  Whereas 
obviously views are different now. 
This illustrates how lessons learned and repeated in childhood can have long term 
effects, and points towards design interventions aimed at engaging children into 
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RECBs. This is obviously an area requiring a high degree of ethicacy and tact, but there 
is nothing inherently wrong with empowering children to reduce the family’s energy use. 
Many parents would acknowledge the strength of “pester power”, and in some ways 
change might come more successfully from within the family. An obvious platform for 
such a  platform would be video or online gaming which is already the dominate 
personal and social activity for many children.     
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7 Barriers to RECB 
7.1 Introduction. 
7.2 Aesthetics of Low Energy Technologies. 
 
H23MA:        Solar’s something I’ve looked at although solar panels are 
not particularly pleasing. You can get tiles, kind of black tiles, but I 
think the wiring on those is quite [detailed]  and  quite  expensive  again  
on  each  individual  tile.     
 
---------------------------------------------- 
H39MA: I can’t remember whether it was the Energy Saving 
Trust or... and you can get it looks like thick wallpaper but it’s some sort 
of insulation. And so that’s in fc’s room, but it’s not… I don’t think a lot 
of housing associations use it and it’s not particularly attractive and we 
thought “We don’t really want that in our living room,” because the 
joins and things were… And you can’t put things through into the walls 
through it because they don’t attach properly with it being quick thick 
 
----------------------------------------- 
H05FAC1:     I’d say another thing is like I think we’d be 
more willing to use… I know most of the lights in the house are 
energy saving, but we’d be more willing to use them if they 
were better. You know they take quite a while to warm up?  I 
found when I was doing art homework and stuff… I had a lamp in 
my room that was energy saving and I’d have to turn it on half an 
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hour before I needed it because it took that long to get bright 
before I could actually use it and see properly. 
It is crucial that any design intervention be designed with aesthetic considerations in 
mind. This is not just a subjective point of departure, but a well-executed design gives a 
perception of quality and credibility. Nor is this a purely visual consideration, the other 
sensory aspects of any design must also be deemed pleasing, or at least inoffensive to 
the users. This includes any lights, sounds, smells, and textures used and any 
transitions thereof.    
7.3 Comfort Baseline 
H10MA:        Well, we obviously… I mean I’m just talking coffee table 
conversation.  You guys know more than I do, but  I think if you want to 
be really kind of well-informed there’s lots of places you can go and 
look.  I’m not that into doing that.  I’m quite happy with where we are 
sort of trying to minimise use, but not going completely out of your way 
to be uncomfortable, shall we say.  I think we strike a reasonable 
balance. 
 
I: So you’re saying you’re aware of how your actions are 
affecting, but then at the same time you also have lives to lead. 
 
H10MA: Yeah, exactly. 
 
I: And you want to maintain a quality I suppose. 
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H10MA:        Exactly. You can’t expect the human race to go back into 
caves, for example.  It’s just not going to happen.  How you educate 
people that’s a different argument.  I don’t think you educate them by 
fear.  You educate them by a genuine education process. 
---------------------- 
H11FA:          Yeah. He says “Well I have to have the lights on,” you 
know, and you have to have this and that and if it’s really cold you can’t 
really stop putting the heating on and that kind of thing. 
 
I: But you obviously are kind of trying to keep it to a comfortable 
minimum I suppose. 
 
H11FA: Yeah. 
 
---------------------------------------- 
I: And then how willing do you think you would be to make 
changes in your behaviour or in your lifestyle in order to become 
more…? 
 
H40MA: That’s a tough one.   Somewhat, there’s a certain level 
of comfort beyond which we probably wouldn’t want to go.  I mean I 
prefer to look for options / solutions that are more sustainable. I mean it 
depends.  I mean I would consider for instance giving up fruit and 
vegetables out of season and that sort of thing.   Energy use?   I 
mean there’s some things we use energy for that we wouldn’t want to 
stop using energy for. 
---------------------------------- 
H43FA:          But I mean things like… Because I have an electric 
shower every day and maybe using the shower that runs off the boiler 
would be more economical. That sort of thing yes, I could do sure.  But 
if you started saying “Don’t use your tumble dryer and put 60 watt light 
bulbs in that give you a dingy light,” then I would just say “Actually, 
no.” 
In design terms this presents a real challenge of ascertaining what is the comfortable 
minimum, as can be seen above this is different for everyone and  varies with seasons, 
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weather and energy level. Any design seeking to reduce energy consumption will have 
to engage users in this discussion, and adapt to their particular preferences while 
allowing short term increases in energy usage. Such a design would need to offer 
choice about which areas to target and to what extent, and to maintain a dialogue with 
the occupants about what reductions are viable for them while levering persuasive 
design mechanics to push the envelope of acceptance. This is likely to take the form of 
persuasive digital agent which would have the scope to handle such a task, but it is not 
impossible for these attributes to be mirror in some form by a “dumber” intervention.  
  
7.4 Conflicting Occupant Behaviour 
 
H05FA: And I refuse… You made us by a blooming tumble drier and I 
refuse to use it. 
 
I: Would you use it for your kit? 
 
H05MA No. The tumble drier probably gets used maybe once 
every two months. 
 
H05FAC1: When me and Jenny sneak our stuff into it. 
 
H05FA: That’s the problem, they sneak their stuff into it. It’s 
going. I’m throwing it away. 
---------------------------------------------- 
H05FAC1: We’ve got one of those meter things, haven’t we? 
 
H05MA : We have got one of those meters, but somebody 
unplugged it and I’ve forgotten to put it back in. 
 
H05FC2: That was Mary. 
------------------------------------- 
  
H05FA:  I mean normally I would have the back door open 
tonight as well because I just like air in the house, but Harriet has 
Raynauds. I have every single window open normally.  
 
H05FA: I mean you’ve asked for the heating on tonight and I’m 
boiling hot and you’re freezing cold. 
For design it brings greater challenges to try and meet the needs and wants of so many 
participants at the one time. Various strategies could be used, such as the allocation of 
energy credits to individuals to “spend” as they wish, or the apportioning of control to 
an energy champion. To some extent energy feedback devices could be used to 
“police” energy use and relate it to the bill payers (generally the parents). But whatever 
the design approach it must factor in that it will be used differently by all members of 
the household. Indeed this could even be a realistic starting point, to allow each 
individual to interact with any intervention in their own manner while being provided 
with individual feedback. 
7.5 Confusing Information and Tariff Complexity 
H18FA: You know, when you look at tariffs I find it really confusing 
because it’s per unit not per kilowatt or whatever. I tried looking at it 
to change providers and I just didn’t really understand what it was I was 
comparing, which I don’t know whether that’s part of their plan – to 
confuse us all completely. I just thought it was a bit of a shame, you 
know, because I was trying hard to work it out and I thought “If I can’t 
even work it out, then how are you meant to know if you’re making 
the right decision?” and I ended up not changing, which is maybe a 
mistake. 
 
  
I: So they succeeded. 
 
H18FA: Yeah, they put me off completely. 
-------------------------------- 
H18FA:          Yeah, it would be quite complicated, wouldn’t it?   But I 
think even if you could just work it out based on… Because our 
electricity bill is in units and then there’s the day rate and the night rate 
and then there’s you pay a certain amount per day standing charge and 
then what you use over and above that and it makes it really just  so  
complicated. And, you know, we’re reasonably educated people and it’s 
complicated for us so, you know, to people… 
----------------------------------- 
H23FA:          We don’t use it in the summer, but now the 
weather’s not very good and… Yeah, washing. We do an awful 
lot of washing, don’t we, but we do have… The tumble dryer’s on a 
timer. We have Economy7, but then my dad was telling me – it 
was only recently, wasn’t it? – that apparently Economy 7 is 
more expensive on the day rate. I don’t know. We need to look 
into it. 
------------------------------ 
I: And would you know that offhand or is that a standard…? 
 
H40MA: I feel like I do but I’m actually not sure now.  I think 
we’re paying something like £60 a month gas and a bit less on 
electricity, £45 something like that.  But then again you see, we get all 
our energy from NPower and they do these tariff things where you get 
10% off for this and quarterly direct debits and blah-blah-blah. 
-------------------------------------------- 
H42MA: Our meter says we have Economy 7, but we’ve got 
no idea if we have. 
 
H42FA: We’re assuming that we have. We could just be 
doing it for false pretences. 
  
H42MA: I don’t think the gas and electricity people help us 
though, do they?   They don’t send you a bill anymore. They just tell 
you how much you need to pay a month and then they tell you’ve either 
paid too much or you’ve paid too little. 
 
H42FA:          It’s difficult to gauge because you always end up in 
credit over the summer months and then in deficit over the winter 
months. You sort of use the credit that you’ve built up pretty rapidly 
over the winter. 
H18MA: Hmm. It’s like, for example, if you get a telephone 
bill you get the area code and the telephone number,  and how many 
minutes it’s been called and what that cost. Now in theory energy 
companies should be able to do that for gas and electricity and in a way 
even if it was just the time of day and the length of period, we could 
work it out knowing our washing machine takes one hour and 59 
minutes for a particular load and so we would know how much that 
would cost. 
There is a need to directly connect actual energy use with energy tariffs through a 
mechanism of disaggregated, predictive feedback. Unless occupants are able 
understand the impact of their different behaviours on the actual cost in an accurate 
and meaningful way, it is unlikely that they can effect responsible change.   Such as 
system should also be integrated with the various tariffs available to enable occupants 
to see which options better fit their actual, or intended, energy use.  As energy demand 
shift allows power to be generated more efficiently an increased uptake of this, 
  
including appropriate energy consuming practices, should cause a net reduction in CO2  
at the point of production, even if not in the individual home. 
7.6 Convenience Baseline 
I: Would  you  say  there’s  a  baseline  of  kind  of  comfort  and 
convenience that you just won’t go below that. 
 
H10MA: Yes,  yeah.  Well  not  would  go  below,  but  just  
don’t  go below for convenience. 
 
H10FA:         Because our bills aren’t that extortionate…  They’re high 
enough, but because we know that we’re still below average, then there 
is a little bit of leeway in there and, like I say, it’s comfort and 
convenience over cost. 
--------------------------- 
H42MA: I mean for me I suppose the big thing is it would have 
to fit in around the family and it has to be practical from that point of 
view really. But yeah, I think it’d be an easy thing to do as long as I was 
kind of sign-posted I suppose because I don’t have a lot of free time to 
investigate things thoroughly or research things as thoroughly as I 
would have done 5 years ago. 
 --------------------------- 
H43FA:          We don’t. I put the tumble dryer on all the time because 
it’s convenient and because I’m willing to spend the money on the 
tumble dryer because I’ve got a clean load that I don’t really need to 
  
iron, but they’re dry and I can pull them out.  Yeah, I’m aware it uses a 
lot of electricity and it’s not environmentally very sound, but I want dry 
clothes and I want to be able to fold them up and put them away. So 
yeah, I’m aware of it, but I don’t alter massively. No, not massively. 
H43FA:          But I mean things like… Because I have an electric 
shower every day and maybe using the shower that runs off the boiler 
would be more economical. That sort of thing yes, I could do [xxxx].. 
But if you started saying “Don’t use your tumble dryer and put 60 
watt light bulbs in that give you a dingy light,” then I would just say 
“Actually, no.” 
---------------------------- 
H45FA:          Well, there are certain things that I’d have to 
compromise on. For example, would I want to wash my clothes in a 
washing machine or would I want to wash up my dishes?   So I’d 
compromise and say “Okay, I’m never going to give up my 
washing machine because I’m not going to go to the laundrette or wash 
clothes by hand.” That is a huge labour saving. However, I could give 
up my dishwasher. I could because I quite like washing up and I think 
its part of what we’d do. We’d wash up, dry up and put away. 
Any design approach must recognise that there are aspects of energy use which will be 
highly resistant to change. These are generally the labour and time saving devices 
which are integral to modern lifestyle i.e. in many families both parents work full time 
and would struggle to complete all domestic tasks manually. Furthermore, to heavily 
target these appliances could cause some participants to disengage from the process of 
energy consumption reduction. 
 
7.7 Contextual Barriers 
  
 
H38FA:          Standby buttons on our upstairs telly because there’s 
no…  Other  than switching it off at the plug, which we can’t get to 
because there’s something in front of it, there’s no way of switching it 
off, so that stays on all the time, whereas, you see, this TV we can 
switch it off at the plug so the standby goes off… and the downstairs 
TV. But we’ve got one in our bedroom and the standby light is on all the 
time. 
 
------------------------------------------- 
H08FA:          Me probably because I work from home. So on the days 
that I’m at home in the winter I would have the heating on, whereas if 
we’re out for the day… Because you’re out at school, dad’s out at work 
and if I’m in Manchester, then the heating’s off for the day, whereas if 
I’m here, then the heating’s on for the day. So it’s definitely I think.. 
 
H08MA: And we heat the whole house, don’t we? 
 
H08FA: Yeah, for me to work in the office. 
 
H08MA:        And that’s because it’s not convenient to do it any other 
way really. We have thermostats on the radiators, but we never really 
seem to get anything sensible out of them. 
----------------------------------------------- 
I: Do you mainly have paper bills you look at? 
 
H18FA: Yeah. 
 
I: You don’t do it on-line to check anything? 
 
H18FA:          No, partly – and this is going to sound really silly – but 
it’s one of these things I haven’t got time to sort out is that at the 
moment with our laptop we can only access the internet on that side of 
the house, which means I either do it… Normally the laptop’s up in our 
room or in the lounge, but the children are still at the age where the 
laptop’s very interesting, so I tend not to go on the computer when 
  
they’re here. I suppose if I could have it on the kitchen unit then maybe 
I would, but… 
--------------------------------- 
H18MA: I try to turn that lamp off sometimes in the 
hallway because it’s directly below the thermostat. 
 
It is difficult to anticipate the existence of the myriad contextual features which would 
constrain RECBs, but one commonality they seem to share is that they are tied to a 
physical place, the characteristics of which make them inefficient. One approach is to 
release these features from the context is by introducing remote control in some form. 
This would free the occupant of the constraint without having to engaging in costly 
rewiring or disruptive moving around. 
In addition, it may better to try and design any interventions which require human 
interaction to be either portable or situated in a place with easy access i.e. fridge doors, 
lounge walls etc. This would free such intervention from these issues and make use 
easier and more likely. 
7.8 Forgetfulness 
 
 I: Do you switch off your computers when you go to sleep or do 
you leave them on standby? 
   
H01FA: I forget mine sometimes. 
  
  
 H01FAc1: I leave mine plugged in though and the box gets really 
hot. 
  
 H01MA: But there’s quite a lot of computers actually carry on 
taking power even though they’re switched off. 
-------------------------------------- 
H18FA: When you’ve been sitting here with the children for an hour 
doing something at the table you think “Oh, the TV’s still on in the other 
room!” I’m always forgetting. 
-------------------------------------- 
H42MA: Yeah, the chaos probably comes a lot from me. I’m the 
sort of person who starts about 17 different things at the same time and 
then doesn’t really finish them. You say that I’m a bit scatty in terms of 
my… If this is about energy use – I leave lights on, I leave stuff on. 
 
H42FA: You’re a bit forgetful. 
 
H42MA: A bit forgetful, but hopefully not in a bad way. I don’t 
mean to forget things. I don’t know really. 
 -------------------------------------- 
H05MA:        There’s two more to go and then we will have done that. 
So certainly in terms of lights and things like that, turning things off. 
We’re not brilliant at it. 
 
 I: What do you find difficult? 
  
 H05FAc1: Remembering to turn them off. 
  
 H05MA Remembering, most people, isn’t it? 
  
-------------------------------------- 
 I: Do you know how much energy you use? 
  
 H05FAC1: We’ve got one of those meter things, haven’t we? 
  
 H05MA We have got one of those meters, but somebody 
unplugged it and I’ve forgotten to put it back in. 
  
  
This has two main impacts on intervention design; firstly it seems useful to incorporate 
a reminder system to help people remember to do tasks in the most efficient manner; 
secondly the design itself can aim to minimise forgetfulness through a strong visual 
presence or prominent placement.  Both of these approaches aim to build user habits 
through repetition, a tricky but fruitful proposition. 
There is another approach which seeks to reduce the mental load on the user and 
automates energy efficient tasks. This can be extremely useful as long as the settings 
are aligned with the user’s actual needs. 
 H08MA: Yeah, it’s got a much more sophisticated timer. 
  
H08FA:          …and then as soon as it drops to below 7 degrees the 
boiler kicks in, which is great because that’s exactly what you want to 
happen, whereas this boiler that we’ve got here it’s either on or off. 
Okay, you can control the temperature but, you know, when you go 
away for the weekend, which we do a lot, sometimes you forget to 
switch the boiler off. I mean I normally try to switch the hot water and 
the boiler off, but sometimes you forget when you’re rushing. Or if it’s 
winter you can’t switch it off because of the pipes, whereas I think the 
holiday mode is… you know, that’s quite a good idea. 
7.9 Individual Agency 
  
 I:       So do you believe that your behaviour and lifestyles are really 
contributing to these issues and do you think about those things when 
you go around your daily routines? 
  
 H01FA:          There are times when I put the tumble drier on and think 
“I shouldn’t be doing this. I should hang it out on the washing line, but 
there’s a chance of showers and I’ve got to go out and I need it dry, so 
I’m going to put it in the tumble drier.” 
  
 H01MA: I suppose sometimes you just feel like powerless – that 
you could do your bit and you almost feel like it won’t make any 
difference. 
  
 H01FAc1: And what’s the point because no one else is bothering. 
  
 H01MA: Well, you know lots of people, even up and down this 
street which is quite a nice area, and they just wouldn’t bother making 
an effort. 
--------------------------------------------- 
I:  So what you’re saying… Do you feel that your behaviour, your 
daily routines play a major role or not really in these sort of issues? 
 
H30FA:          I don’t think they play too much of a big role. I mean the 
whole way we live is bonkers, isn’t it?  Kind of going out and buying 
new televisions and new this and new that all the time. It’s kind of a bit 
of a crazy world, but that’s the way we’re all living, so as one tiny, little 
person does that make a difference?  But obviously put together I’m sure 
it does. Did I answer the question? 
 
I: Yeah, yeah. So we should be doing more. Is that what you feel 
in general or are you a bit sceptical? 
 
H30FA:          A little bit sceptical. I mean we do all this recycling of 
bottles and things and then they go to landfill anyway, you know.  
--------------------------------------------- 
I: So am I right to think that perhaps it does worry you in terms of 
your bills, but it’s not like a big concern? 
 
  
H30FA:          No, I wouldn’t say that. It is a concern. I’m not 
uninterested. I’m just rather a little sceptical, but just feel… it’s perhaps 
not the right word to use, but kind of rather impotent to change it or to 
know / to be confident that what we’re trying to change is the right 
thing. 
Any intervention strategy can seek to address this conflict through two different 
channels. Firstly the impact of domestic energy use should be shown as a proportion of 
national consumption, and the potential savings that can be achieved through RECBs 
should be shown to validate such action on a broader stage.  These are significant 
numbers, and were not commonly known among participants.    
Secondly, there is a need to show that others are also taking energy saving action 
(regardless if their motivation is financial or environmental) through the form of relevant 
social proof. This could be achieved through testimonials or social networking 
platforms or even by making it physically visible through the form of window and 
bumper stickers.   
7.10 Lack of Information 
 
H01MA:        I suppose the interesting thing we don’t know is what it 
costs us to have an individual device on.  So if we’ve got the television 
on how much electricity is that using for an hour?  Or I put some chips 
in the oven, which we know from our meter takes up a lot… It’s an 
electric fan oven and we know that takes… and it’s quite old.  I suppose 
  
it’s as old as this house, isn’t it?  So that’s quite old and it’s probably 
very inefficient. 
 
H01FA: Probably. 
 
H01MA:        Are those chips really, really expensive?   And there’s 
some things… I know that when Graham came round he looked at the 
power supply for the fish tank.  That’s the only one I could buy, but it 
gets very, very hot which means it’s inefficient. So should that be 
changed? 
 
-------------------------------- 
I: And which processes do you think use most of the energy 
at home? 
 
H42FA:          The washer is on pretty much constantly, so I think 
that probably uses a fair bit of energy; and the TV I suppose. I 
don’t know how much… I’ve no idea how much each of the 
appliances how much energy they do use, so that in itself 
would be an interesting sort of… 
 
H42MA: I would have thought the kettle and we tend to drink 
quite a lot of tea. Yeah, I would have thought that uses quite a bit. I 
don’t know how much stuff uses either. 
 
H42FA:          I kind of don’t have a problem with all the boring sort of 
practical stuff and I think it’d be really easy to make changes, but it’s 
just knowing what changes to make or how to make the changes. I 
mean for me I suppose the big thing is it would have to fit in around the 
family and it has to be practical from that point of view really. But 
yeah, I think it’d be an easy thing to do as long as I was kind of sign-
posted I suppose because I don’t have a lot of free time to 
investigate things thoroughly or research things as thoroughly as I 
would have done 5 years ago. 
--------------------------------------- 
H45FA:         Yeah, but we haven’t done any research. I wouldn’t say 
we were informed choosers here. We’re actually probably grasping in 
  
the dark because actually if you were doing an informed choice 
nobody would ever put those [12 halogen down lighters], but they look 
so much nicer than having a strip of four spots – and we tried all 
that and you end up with pools of darkness. So when we had the 
kitchen done 2 years ago that was the choice we made, but energy-
wise it’s not a good choice. It’s difficult, isn’t it?   I think we need to 
have more information as well. Perhaps we need to spend more time 
researching. 
 
H45MA: I suppose it’s hearing messages about global warming 
and things like that and it’s translating that into practical activities, you 
know.  I guess one of the things that would help us to understand 
how to save energy is to have information very easily accessible to us 
to tell us what we’re using and how we’re using it and how we can 
improve and I think if that’s difficult to find, then it disincentivises any 
activity. We were watching that thing with Attenborough, that shrinking 
of the Arctic Ice and the effects that could have long-term which is, you 
know, very interesting and then you think “Let’s go boil the kettle and 
have a cup of tea.” 
 
H45FA:          Yeah.  Well  it’s  that  fine  line  between  boiling  a  
kettle  of  water  to  fill  a hot-water bottle to put upstairs or to 
switch on an electric blanket. Switching an electric blanket on for 10 
minutes… it’s not even 10 minutes, but, you know… 
There is an expressed need to provide occupants with easily accessible accurate 
information about domestic energy consumption. This information should deal in 
comparable understandable metrics that are relevant to the desired behaviour. Without 
such information it is unlikely that users will take positive action, but neither will its 
provision guarantee any behaviour change. Thus such information should be situated in 
the behaviour, by its inclusion at the point of interaction. This could a physical form, 
such as a sticker on an appliance, or it could be supplied through a digital control 
platform.  However, the gathering of this information is a bigger technical challenge and 
requires numerous sensors or user data input. Appliance harmonics monitoring is a 
more promising route for this data collection but is not yet widely available.  
 
  
8 Energy Reduction Interventions:  Experienced and Desired 
8.1 Introduction 
8.2 Previously Experienced 
8.2.1 Energy Monitors:  Short term effect. 
 
H05FAC1: We’ve got one of those meter things, haven’t we? 
 
H05MA  We have got one of those meters, but somebody 
unplugged it and I’ve forgotten to put it back in. 
 
H05FC2: That was Mary. 
 
H05MA          We’ve  got  a  little  energy  monitor  that  we  plug  in  
around there. It’s not plugged in at the moment, but that will tell us what 
we’re using at any one time. It shoots up when you put… 
 
  
H05FA: …anything with an element in it really. 
 
H05MA:  Elements, yeah. 
 
I: And did it change your behaviour when you got that in? Were 
you trying to keep an eye on things? 
 
H05FA:  Yeah, it did me. It was dreadful. 
 
H05FAC1: It was good for fitness because I kept moving 
backwards and forwards to check it. 
 
I: So does it mean you had less tea or whatever you…. 
 
H05MA:          I think what it is, it changed our behaviour initially 
because you were constantly keeping an eye on it and then after 2 or 3 
weeks for some reason it got buried behind a fruit bowl and if it wasn’t 
there showing you,  you just took your eye off it and forgot about it. But 
then it got unplugged and we didn’t even realise it had been unplugged 
for a fortnight. [laughter]. So I think we’d probably need something that 
was sort of that size on a wall [indicating clock size]. 
---------------------------------------- 
H40fc1:          We used to have this thing Daddy set up and it told us 
how much energy we were using. 
 
H40MA: It was a Wattson, if you know what that is, but it broke. 
 
I: And how did you like that, or did you like that at all? 
 
  
H40MA: I thought it was okay actually.  In some ways it’s one of 
the better indicators of use where a lot of them tend to be a bit 
confusing and obfuscated.  We have another one actually that came 
free. 
 
 I: From NPower is it or…? 
 
H40MA: Yeah ,  it’s a Green Energy Options one, if you know 
who they are. 
 
I: I don’t actually know them, no. 
 
H40MA: They supply most of the free monitors in the UK.  I 
think they supply to 5 of the big 6.   … but it’s a bit of a travesty in 
the way that the government has operated. Their trying to be energy 
conscious plans has meant that a lot of households have ended up with 
energy monitors that are probably less than useful, never mind ideal. 
I can show you the one over there, but it was so… I mean I’m relatively 
competent with these sorts of things and even I couldn’t get it to work 
in a state that I could understand what it was saying to me. 
 
I: And do you have any interest in this new monitor?  
 
H40FA: No because I haven’t seen it working really, so no  
 
. I: What about the Wattson, did you…? 
 
H40FA:          Yeah, that was quite interesting.   When it went up I 
was like “Oh, what’s happened to make it go up?  What’s running?” It 
did question…. 
 
H40MA: That’s the useful part of the Wattson.  It’s simple, but 
it’s all you need really if you’re conscious of energy use. 
 
  
H43FA:          Do you know what?  Npower sent us a meter to put on 
the electric meter so I could see how much electricity we were using 
and I think I put it on there for 2 months and all we saw – that every 
time I got in the shower it went up and every time that I used the tumble 
drier it went up, so I just thought “I don’t want to look at it. I don’t 
want to look at it anymore.” 
---------------------------------------- 
I: So you’ve got a monitor then? 
 
H01FA: It’s not on at the moment. 
 
H01MA: Well we had one and watched it, then you see the 
patterns and you kind of learnt the lesson, so you don’t need to keep 
looking at it. 
There is a need for such displays to be more durably situated in the home in a way that 
socket based monitors are not. This could be by locking the monitors in position so 
they aren’t unplugged and forgotten about, or by designing such a display to take a 
more prominent position like a wall clock on a fridge door.  It seems more promising 
though for such energy portals to piggyback existing hardware such as smart phones, 
PCs or TVs as these are already situated in family life and have more than sufficient 
technical capabilities. The appeal of the Wattson’s ambient display as a medium of 
energy monitoring is also noteworthy, live energy data loses interest after a short 
period, but ambient feed back is more durable in that respect. 
It is interesting that these monitors created initial excitement and interest from 
participants, but that this soon fell away as there was not a huge amount that they felt 
they could , or were prepared to, do. It is important for any monitoring design 
intervention to capitalise on this initial interest and use it to generate RECBs. One way it 
could do this is be contextualising the energy use into more meaning and comparative 
terms and engaging the occupants in target setting or commitment strategies. The 
  
primary issue is that of assigning energy use to actual behaviours and educating 
occupant as to lower energy alternatives and their financial or environmental benefits. 
For example, instead of showing that a 15 minute electric shower uses 3.5kWh, such 
devices could show that by reducing shower time to 7 minutes would save £15 pounds 
a year.  However information alone is unlikely to affect prolonged behaviour without 
continuous prompting, ideally before or during such behaviours
8.2.2 Meaningful information and visualisations. 
H40FA:          One thing that struck a chord with me was we saw this 
programme on telly about energy – I can’t remember what it was – 
where they were cycling to provide energy. 
 
H40MA: Oh Bang Goes the Theory. 
 
H40FA:          So basically they had a family in a household with a 
load of cyclists in the background and I can’t remember how many 
there were, but… 
 
H40MA: So it was a house and all of the electricity supplied to 
the house was generated by this hangar full of cyclists with generators 
on their bike. So if they turned on the television and turned on the 
cooker, because they baked a… 
 
H40FA: They had to have about 30 cyclists sort of cycling away to 
provide the energy. 
 
H40MA: It was a fascinating visualisation of energy. 
  
 
H40FA: It was really good. 
 
I: And was it because of that that it showed you actually how 
much…? 
 
H40FA:          Yeah, it made me realise how much energy you use.  I am 
a bit more conscious as well.  And one of the things that came from it, 
which was very small but everything helps I suppose, is when you boil 
the kettle they were sort of saying … I think they go through top tips of 
sort of saving energy and one of them was like don’t boil the kettle, walk 
away and do something else and then come back and re-boil it.  And I 
think they were showing that and had about 5 more cyclists on the re-
boil, you know, and now I never do that, which was one of my bad 
habits and now I’m very conscious of it.  So I always like hang around 
and make sure I make my cuppa without getting distracted 
Design should pay attention to expressing the vast amount of energy used in modern 
homes though intuitive and visual means. Such an approach, if done successfully, can 
break through the indifference most people feel about energy and link their behaviour to 
something they can relate to. It is important to frame this information in such a way that 
it does not make the situation seem hopeless and so the comparative metrics must be 
seen to be achievable by users.  
 
8.2.3 Prepaid units, commodified energy 
H41FA:          Yeah, but I’ve said that before to you. I would love it 
if we had a gas meter and electric meter because that way, to me, 
you’re paying for it as you’re using it rather than…  
  
H41MA: It used to be 50p years ago. 
 
H41FAc2: How long did 50p last? 
 
H41FA:          A  long  while,  weren’t  it,  really  then.    There  were  
times  when  we’d  sit watching  the  television  –  bearing  in  mind  in  
the  winter  at  night  watching  the television – and if you hadn’t kept 
an eye on it and it went and you had to put another 
50p in, well all the electric went off because the bob had run out, so 
you had to get a torch to find where to put the money 
There could be scope to provide occupants with an analogue of the prepaid meter by 
combining a target setting approach with digital units of credit. Such a system could 
replicate the interaction by requiring the user to top up their “meter”  digitally or risk 
have their power stop though a linked hardware switch.  While such an approach is 
rather extreme, it may well prove attractive to those under financial pressure, and unlike 
a physical pre-pay meter it would not require high installation fees and a punitive tariff.  
  
8.2.4 Smart technology  
H08fc1:  And one of the TV sets turns off by itself. 
 
H08MA: Oh, the TV turns off by itself, doesn’t it, if we 
don’t nudge it. 
 
H08fc1:  If you’ve been watching it for more than 3 
hours. 
 
I: Does it switch off after 3 hours? 
 
H08MA: Is it 3 hours, is it?  You would know because 
you watch telly for 3 hours non-stop quite often. 
 
H08fc1:  Something like that. I think it’s something like 
that. 3 or 4 hours. 
 
I: And does it let you switch it back? 
 
H08fc1:  Yeah, you just press a button and it’s on. 
8.3 Future Interventions Desired 
  
8.3.1 Meaning making 
H37MA: Yeah, I think we’d all need to understand 
what the objective of doing it … what was the reward almost, 
especially with the girls.  I think again it goes back to the data.  
If I saw that everything was sort of average and then this one 
thing was spiking I’d be going back to my irresponsibilities 
again and thinking “Well, we’re pretty good over here…” 
8.3.2 Itemised costs and energy consumption break downs   
H01MA:        I suppose the interesting thing we don’t know is 
what it costs us to have an individual device on.  So if we’ve 
got the television on how much electricity is that using for an 
hour?  Or I put some chips in the oven, which we know from 
our meter takes up a lot… It’s an electric fan oven and we 
know that takes… and it’s quite old.  I suppose it’s as old as 
this house, isn’t it?  So that’s quite old and it’s probably very 
inefficient. 
 
H01FA: Probably. 
 
H01MA:        Are those chips really, really expensive?   And 
there’s some things… I know that when Graham came round he 
looked at the power supply for the fish tank.  That’s the only 
  
one I could buy, but it gets very, very hot which means it’s 
inefficient. So should that be  
changed? 
------------------------------------ 
H23MA:        No, it’s  just pound notes , that’s what it’s all 
about. I know on price comparison sites you have to put your 
usage down, don’t you?  I’d have to go and look at the bills. 
[cross talking]. I wouldn’t have a clue what we use to be honest 
with you. Yes, we just pay by direct debit and it went up from 
£35 to £80 and it’s dropped down to £75 now, hasn’t it?  But 
yeah, that made me look and think “Crikey!” 
 
H23FA: Yeah and you think “What have I got to do to 
reduce it and how can I do that?” 
 
I: And is that a bit of an issue being able to tie those 
pounds and pence back to specific items or specific tasks? 
 
H23MA: It’d be useful. 
 
H23FA:          Yeah, it would actually.  
------------------------------------ 
H18FA:          And I think, going back to what I was saying 
about the bills and looking at changing suppliers and not 
really understanding what it is – you know, if that was made 
simple so you could look at your dishwasher manual and say 
“Right, these are the five programmes. This is how much they 
use. This is how much kilowatt of energy it’d cost me. This is 
how much it costs me to put my dishwasher on,” even 
something as simple as that I’m sure would make a big 
difference. 
 
H18MA: Hmm. It’s like, for example, if you get a 
telephone bill you get the area code and the telephone 
number… [cross talking and laughter].. and how many 
minutes it’s been called and what that cost. Now in theory 
  
energy companies should be able to do that for gas and 
electricity and in a way even if it was just the time of day and 
the length of period, we could work it out knowing our washing 
machine takes one hour and 59 minutes for a particular load 
and so we would know how much that would cost. 
This points towards a digital consumption calculator featuring a database of 
appliances and energy consumption. While this would be very useful, the 
logistics of accurately collating the energy consumption of the many thousands 
of different models appliances makes it unrealistic. More likely alternatives 
would be approximated data bases (similar to the DECC appliance consumption 
data base), or consumption data gained thorough localised device monitoring. 
The obvious platform for such a tool would web based and accessible through 
smart phones or PCs.  
8.3.3 Realistic Reductions 
H18FA:          At least. But I think, you know, a lot of the 
major decisions seem unavoidable, but there must be other sort 
of more discreet things that we could be doing that would make 
a difference. I think that’s what we’re interested to know. 
 
I: To see what the easy wins are then. 
 
H18FA:          Yeah. Like, you know, we have to have the 
lights on and we have to do the laundry. That’s the 
unavoidable, you know. I remember Linda saying something 
about that in their house they just wash their hands in cold 
water, but I can’t really be washing the children in cold water. 
[laughter]. Do you know what I mean – there’s things that you 
kind of think while they’re little, you know, they do get cold 
  
easily and that kind of thing, so we can’t just all put on extra 
jumpers on Yeah. 
 
8.3.4 Appropriate Situated Feedback 
H08MA:        I always thought it’d be good to have a gadget by 
the front door that tells you when you’ve left things on. You 
know, like people always worry that they’ve left their hair 
straighteners on, for example, and that sort of thing. So that’s 
not so much about reducing energy and more about setting the 
house on fire, but it would serve a dual purpose I think, you 
know, if there is a way to sort of see just as you were leaving 
that it was drawing current from somewhere or other and you’d 
left devices on. That I think would be something that would 
prompt me to do something different – usually race round the 
house switching it all off. 
 
8.3.5 Remote Control and Smart Controllers 
H10MA:        Well, I mean one of the interesting things would 
be what you  do  in  terms  of  like smart  phone  applications  
and  things  like  that because if I’ve got….   For example, if 
I’m sitting watching TV I can always flick and do stuff, 
checking abstracts and whatnot. 
 
  
I:         So  you  find  that  you’re  often…  it  becomes  that  
kind  of  dual processing  –  that  you’re  doing  something  but  
you’re  not  quite  there because you’re also doing something 
else. 
 
H10MA:        But if you were going to do stuff like smart plugs 
that talk to this (SMART PHONE) so that you can see what’s 
going on and you can switch things on and off, then I’ll be well 
into that. 
---------------------------------------- 
H42MA: Yeah, very recently. So yeah, but it was 
very cold when we came back on Sunday. I want them to 
invent that kind of, you know, phone your heating. They have 
invented it, but… 
 
H42FA:          Well, my mum phoned and she said “Do you 
want me to go round and put the heating on?” 
 
H42MA: Yeah. You see, why didn’t you say yes?  
[laughter]. 
 
H42FA: Well I was like “No because we’re not there 
and it’s a waste of money.” 
------------------------ 
H40MA: No, all of it, the water and the central 
heating.  But for instance if I were out and Lorraine was at 
work and she wasn’t coming back until late, the heating 
would still come on at 4 o’clock or whatever which it needn’t 
do.  If you could walk out of the house and say I’m out…  If 
the heating system control understood people and what they 
were doing and where they were and you could clock in and 
out, then it could probably more intelligently work out whether 
it should be on or not at a certain time whereas it’s a very, very 
simple heating control. 
 
  
Smart phones and other portable devices offer an extremely powerful platform to 
any design intervention. The y are in many senses the most intimate piece of ITC 
technology that people interact with, but they also connect user to other people 
and things in the wider world. They are rapidly becoming the default platform for 
many services and organisations, which is leading to an increase expectancy of 
the “iPhonisation” of all services. While still only owned by a minority of the 
population, they are predicted to quickly gain the same level of saturation that 
tradition mobile phones have.  
The smartphones’ strengths lie not just in their technical capabilities, but in the 
nature of interaction they inspire. They remove physical contextual barriers, by 
being on the owner’s person and allowing remote control and communication. 
This would allow energy related behaviour to take place both physically and 
temporally outside of busy family household life. 
Their potential roles in energy demand reduction are varied; at the most basic 
level they could provide access to relevant information on energy efficacy, but 
these devices also have the capability to remotely  interface with other hardware 
to relay energy usage data and to allow automated remote control of appliances. 
These later capabilities demand the development of new hardware devices 
which can communicate and control between appliances and smart phones. 
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Thumbnail overview of individual family members’ shower/bath routines 
This table specifically relates to showering/bathing and can only be an indication or snapshot of general routines or preferences at the time of the practice 
visits. In some cases, we already know that things have changed due to a range of circumstances (e.g. shifts in working patterns or occupancy, seasonal 
changes, transitional moments, or ‘phases’). It’s also important to note that these routines are not to be separated from the wider processes of using, 
experiencing and maintaining the bathroom, or related activities, such as media use (see ‘Bathroom Summary Notes’).  
 FA MA c1 c2 c3 GFA 
01 Daily shower, first into 
bathroom, tries to time it 
for 6.45am so she can 
make tea for everyone at 
7am. Cup of tea, breakfast 
with TV news (alongside 
Showers every other day, 
not daily due to skin 
condition. Difficult to get up 
so third person in bathroom 
(after mc2 but before fc3). 
Leaves water running. 
Daily shower, dislikes 
baths (‘filthy’), last 
one in bathroom, 
spends longest in 
there. This was while 
she was only working 
Showers after FA, 
before MA (now at uni 
so will not be the 
same routine). Leaves 
water running. 
Evening baths, 20-30 
minutes - skin 
condition. Audio 
books or reading 
(they have built a 
- 
  
mc2 when he was still at 
home). Leaves water 
running during showers. 
Shampoo, then 
conditioner, body. 
part-time and only 
later in the day. 
Leaves water running. 
special book holder 
to go above the tub). 
05 Bath almost every day, 
usually in the morning, 
listening to Radio 4. 
Sometimes wash or 
shower in evening. Can’t 
see without glasses so 
prefers bath to showers. 
Usually very quick in and 
out of bath (up to 20 min), 
but sometimes up to two 
hours on weekends (tops 
up with warm water). Not 
much water but likes it 
very hot. Rinses hair in 
shower. On weekends 
MA first in the bathroom, 
showers every other day. 
Starts with hot water in sink 
to shave. Hot showers. 
Quickly in and out. Baths 
every three months. Thinks 
they’re wasteful. Cleansing 
‘has to be done’, not 
something he enjoys. Used 
to always shower early 
evening after going for a 
run, but this has not been 
possible since having the 
dog.  
n/a Showers and baths, 
sometimes 
shower/bath fusions. 
Evening rather than 
morning (tbc). Leaves 
water running when 
showering. Shampoo 
and conditioner. 
Reads in bath, more 
baths on weekends, 
during the day, when 
bored.  
- - 
  
listens to radio, reads or 
works in bath.  
30 Mainly showers, evening in 
winter, morning in 
summer. Prefers shower 
because of time. Washes 
hair every other day, 
sometimes during shower, 
sometimes leaning over 
the bath. Two washes, 
then conditioner. Leaves 
water running during 
shower. 
- Prefers baths but has 
more showers. 
Showers about once a 
day, baths about once 
a month (more on 
weekends). Washes 
hair every three to 
four days. Uses 
conditioner.  
- - - 
  
33 Mainly showers. If in 
morning, often turns on 
shower, goes to toilet, 
then straight into shower. 
Washes hair and body. 
Showers on Tues and 
Thurs evenings after 
running (either one or 
both parents). If cycling 
during the day on Wed, 
she’ll have one shower. If 
cycling in the evening, she 
might have shower in 
morning and evening. 
Showers most mornings, 
usually before doing 
anything else. Quickly in and 
out. Longer showers when 
he has a headache (he 
suffers from regular 
migraines) or muscle ache, 
cold water for tired legs. MA 
generally slightly cooler 
showers than FA but often 
the same. Leaves water 
running, unless he gets out 
without rinsing his hair and 
has to step back in again. 
Less baths now that they 
have separate en-suite. 
Often has baths when on 
business trips now. 
Baths in downstairs 
bathroom, showers in 
parents’ en-suite. 
Seemingly not every 
day. Baths after fc2, 
showers sometimes 
together with fc2. 
Baby shampoo but no 
conditioner, soap for 
body. FA warms up 
pyjamas for both kids 
on radiator. Hair 
washed majority of 
the time but not 
always. 
Baths in downstairs 
bathroom, showers in 
parents’ en-suite. 
Baths before mc1; skin 
condition so can’t use 
soap, only baby 
shampoo and 
conditioner for hair. 
Spends a long time 
playing bath (and 
shower). FA warms up 
pyjamas for both kids 
on radiator. Hair 
washed majority of 
the time but not 
always.  
- - 
37 Showers, sometimes with 
girls in the evening, 
Shower after sports: Tues 
nights and Sunday mornings. 
Evening showers, 
sometimes both girls 
Evening showers, 
sometimes both girls 
- - 
  
sometimes in the morning. 
Shampoo, also conditioner 
if she has the time. Leaves 
water running, easier to 
keep it hot.  
Usually just shampoo. Keeps 
water running. Two showers 
on a Tuesday as drives to 
work so has shower in the 
morning. Otherwise cycles 
to work and showers at 
work.  
together but fc1 
prefers having her 
own. Bath tub 
currently full of things 
so not used for baths. 
Shower also more 
efficient, tend to use 
that in the en-suite, 
not the electric one in 
the family bathroom.  
together but fc1 
prefers having her 
own. Bath tub 
currently full of things 
so not used for baths. 
Shower also more 
efficient, tend to use 
that in the en-suite, 
not the electric one in 
the family bathroom. 
39 Usually shower in the 
morning, sometimes after 
sport in the evening. More 
showers in summer, more 
baths in winter. Sometimes 
reading in bath tub for an 
hour. Rinses hair in bath 
water. Sometime washes 
hair in sink in winter if not 
Usually showers in the 
morning. Keeps water 
running, quickly in and out. 
Might have another shower 
in the evening if hot and 
sweaty, especially after 
cycling. Very rarely a bath 
and only if someone else has 
already had one and filled 
the tub. Very rarely to relax 
Showers and baths. 
Always evenings for 
both, more showers in 
school time ‘because 
it’s a lot easier’.  
Currently still mainly 
baths rather than 
showers as she can’t 
reach the shower and 
doesn't know how to 
use it, though she will 
get help sometimes 
because showers use 
less water and it’s 
quicker to rinse hair. 
- - 
  
wanting a shower due to 
cold.  
when aching from exercise. 
Bath not a place of 
relaxation for MA.  
Used to have toys in 
bath but isn’t a baby 
anymore. Usually 
second or last into the 
bath water - bath 
water gets shared 
across the family. Uses 
same bath water to 
rinse hair as it saves 
water and creates 
more bubbles. Baths 
once a week or once a 
fortnight (tbc…).  
40 Daily morning showers in 
family bathroom (bath 
once a year). Only washes 
hair every three to four 
days. Washes face 
separately in sink. 
Shampoo and conditioner. 
Normally showers in en-
suite, normally in the 
morning, but depends 
(working from home). 
Washes hair every time, no 
Normally showers in 
the evening, every 
second day. During 
the day on Saturdays 
as she has swimming 
first and then needs a 
shower after dancing. 
Showers morning or 
evenings, sometimes 
has a bath with his 
sister. Showering 
times depend on 
school clubs and 
related timings. E.g. if 
  
  
Turns water off for 
foaming. Sometimes 
washes hair in the evening 
as it is ‘better’ when slept 
on. 
conditioner. Leaves water 
running.  
Baths mainly when 
she has a sore tummy, 
not often.  
home late from 
school, there isn’t 
time for shower until 
the morning. Not 
always allowed a bath, 
depending on time of 
the day.  
42 En-suite shower first thing 
in the morning (7am at the 
time), sometimes children 
will be upstairs and watch 
TV while she gets ready. 
Quick shower, longer and 
later on weekends. Leaves 
water running. Rarely 
showers later in day - 
usually when hot and 
sweaty in summer.  
MA mainly away from home 
during the week. Has a very 
early shower in the 
downstairs bathroom (to 
avoid waking FA) on Monday 
mornings. En-suite showers 
on weekends, often but not 
always in the morning and 
before FA (who might be 
doing other things around 
the house first). 
Afternoon baths, has 
started having 
showers. Used to 
share baths with mc2, 
now getting a bit too 
big (especially as they 
both want to lie 
down), so sometimes 
gets in after him. Very 
rarely morning baths, 
only when sick in bed 
overnight. Shampoo 
and conditioner. Has 
mc2 prefers baths to 
showers, though is 
sometimes forced to 
have the latter 
because it makes 
things faster and 
easier for FA (and 
MA). Both fc1 and 
mc2 shower after 
swimming on Thurs. 
- - 
  
started showering 
with FA on a Monday 
morning. Both shower 
after swimming on 
Thursdays. 
43 Usually shower is the very 
first thing she does in the 
morning. Very hot, wakes 
her up. Shampoo and 
conditioner. On weekends, 
she might walk dog first 
and then shower.  
Skin condition so does not 
shower every day, but 
mostly mornings, after FA. 
Has to use moisturising 
cream for showering, can’t 
use soap. Lower 
temperature than FA. 
Shower quick end to the 
morning, would spend more 
time having breakfast and 
watching the news first.  
Usually showers every 
night. Sometimes bath 
if fc2 has one, would 
then share the same 
water (one after the 
other). Has cooler 
showers than fc2. 
Keeps water running, 
no conditioner, 
sensitive scalp. 
Sometimes music on 
iPod while in bath.  
 
Likes long showers, 
nice for night time, 
though sometimes 
also tries to get out of 
having a shower every 
day. Loves water hot 
for showers and 
baths. Baths once a 
week, more on 
weekend and only if 
not too late, shower 
duration depends on 
whether she wants to 
do something after. 
Washes hair every two 
- - 
  
 days (makes ‘fruit 
salad’ out of all of the 
shampoos). 
Conditioner. Uses 
shampoo instead of 
shower gel.  
45 Shower first thing in the 
morning, cooler than MA. 
Shampoo, conditioner, 
face wash, likes to spend 
some time in shower. 
Irregular baths, unless in a 
hotel, then all the time.  
MA might shower later in 
the day (this was when he 
was working from home, will 
have changed). Quicker 
showers than FA.  
n/a n/a Showers every 
morning, downstairs 
bathroom. Shampoo 
and shower gel.  
- 
46 FA tends to shower in 
evenings now, sometimes 
in the morning, shampoo 
and conditioner, not much 
time. Leaves water 
running. Rarely baths, and 
Showers, main in evenings, 
usually when kids are in bed. 
Leaves water running. 
Shampoos hair even though 
it is very short, for the 
Children usually 
showered (due to 
time), sometimes 
baths on Fridays. 
H46fc3 first, then mc2 
(sometimes together), 
Children usually 
showered (due to 
time), sometimes 
baths on Fridays. 
H46fc3 first, then mc2 
(sometimes together), 
Children usually 
showered (due to 
time), sometimes 
baths on Fridays. 
H46fc3 first, then 
mc2 (sometimes 
Mainly 
morning 
showers, 
once FA has 
had hers. 
Different on 
  
more so in winter. Likes 
baths hot.  
‘healthy scalp… gotta look 
after my hair’.  
then bath tub gets 
refilled for mc1 (likes 
hotter baths and 
showers). All have 
showers Tues nights 
and Thursday nights, 
then fc3 and mc2 
shower or bath on 
Friday but mc1 has 
football on 
Sat/Sundays so has 
showers then. 
H46mc1 tends to have 
his own shower, while 
the younger ones are 
showered down by FA, 
sometimes enjoy just 
sitting under the flow 
of water, it’s a game. 
Shower/bath followed 
then bath tub gets 
refilled for mc1 (likes 
hotter baths and 
showers). All have 
showers Tues nights 
and Thursday nights, 
then fc3 and mc2 
shower or bath on 
Friday but mc1 has 
football on 
Sat/Sundays so has 
showers then. 
H46mc1 tends to have 
his own shower, while 
the younger ones are 
showered down by FA, 
sometimes enjoy just 
sitting under the flow 
of water, it’s a game. 
Shower/bath followed 
together), then bath 
tub gets refilled for 
mc1 (likes hotter 
baths and showers). 
All have showers 
Tues nights and 
Thursday nights, 
then fc3 and mc2 
shower or bath on 
Friday but mc1 has 
football on 
Sat/Sundays so has 
showers then. 
H46mc1 tends to 
have his own 
shower, while the 
younger ones are 
showered down by 
FA, sometimes enjoy 
just sitting under the 
flow of water, it’s a 
Friday 
because of 
different 
work pattern 
and wanting 
to freshen up 
after work 
(afternoon). 
Not as hot as 
MA. 
Shampoo and 
conditioner. 
Longer on 
Fridays. 
Occasional 
bath to relax 
but struggles 
to get in and 
out. Takes a 
  
by ‘down time’ in 
front of the Simpsons.  
by ‘down time’ in 
front of the Simpsons. 
game. Shower/bath 
followed by ‘down 
time’ in front of the 
Simpsons. 
long time to 
fill, big bath.  
 
 
  
